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The excerpts below are taken from the book “Hannibal Alkhas: Selected Works of Poetry” which 

was type set and published by Mr. Marcel Josephson in San Jose, CA in 2010 and is available 

from lulu.com website. 

 

The poem “Malek Rama Lakhouma” (The Tall Handsome Prince) is currently being used for the 

creation of a musical by Mr. Edwin Elieh. Mr. Josephson continues his role as a consultant to 

Mr. Elieh on language matters. He has also provided a full translation of the poem which will be 

used by the Mesopotamian Night team during the production of the musical. 

 

We would also like to thank Ms. Anna Alkhas for giving us the permission to use the poem in 

the creation of this musical. 

 

 

In the context of this magnificent fairy tale, a reasonable translation for the term “Malek Rama 

Lakhouma”, the main character of the tale would be “The Tall Handsome Prince”. This tale is 

about envy, wicked-thinking, conspiracy, deception, viciousness, and finally the triumph of good 

over evil. 

 

It is the tale of three unfortunate sisters sitting down for weaving in their poor cabin; one wishing 

to become a queen to weave a tie for pants that every woman and her husband can use to wrap 

their pants, one wishing to become a queen to cook a noodle dish that whoever ate from it would 

admire the good taste of it, and the third wishing to give birth to a warrior to become a king. In 

our language words the tie for a pair of pants (tekta) and the noodles (rekta) rhyme so nicely that 

with Hannibal’s immaculate creativity give an amusing opening to this poem. 

 

It so happens that the king was passing by and overhears the conversation of three sisters. He 

marries the third sister and hires the other two to do the weaving and the cooking in the palace. 

King was at war and had to leave right after the marriage ceremony. It comes the time that his 

wife gives birth to a healthy boy. She sends a message to her husband to share the good news but 

the message was intercepted by her two sisters and her mother-in-law. They re-wrote the 

message stating that the newborn was a monster. First he got disappointed and wanted to have 

the newborn’s life terminated but he soon changed his mind and sent a message asking newborn 

to be saved until king’s return. The conspirators intoxicated the messenger and changed the 

content of the king’s message to read “get rid of the newborn and the mother; leave them to the 

sea”. 

 

The newborn and mother were put in a basket and left afloat on the sea. The basket finally 

beaches at an island where the boy has grown into a young man. The islanders ask him to 

become their prince. Upon beaching at the island, in search for food in the woods, he rescues a 

pigeon that was just about to be killed by an eagle. To return the favor, the pigeon would grant 

him any wish he asked for. Many ships originally from the land where his father ruled would 

pass by his island and he would ask the sailors to anchor and he would host them very 

generously. 
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Upon their sail away he would feel homesick missing his father. Each time the pigeon would 

convert him to an insect so that he could travel unnoticed with sailors to his father’s land to see 

him. Each time the sailors would report to king how greatly they were treated by the prince of 

the neighboring island. They would also describe the magnificent developments they would 

witness on the island and would notify the king that the prince has extended an invitation to the 

king to visit the island. 

 

The envious two aunts and the grandmother, each time would undervalue the developments on 

the island by saying that they have heard of something even more miraculous in other lands. The 

prince as an insect would sting one of the three envious conspirators each time. The sailors of the 

next ship would describe the actual occurrence of what conspirators had mentioned they had 

heard. And each time another conspirator would get stung. 

 

At last, the king decides to visit the prince where he comes face-to-face with his wife and the 

entire plot is revealed. This imaginative work has many repetitions such as many ships pass by 

and many sailors get treated so highly; and yet, each repetition has its own uniqueness showing 

progression and continuous improvement of environmental conditions influenced by man. 

Except in the beginning where some of the most inferior inclinations of human being are 

demonstrated, the rest of the poem illustrates hope, development, and advancement. At the 

climax of this constructive trend, it is very remarkable to see how skillfully Hannibal brings 

Gilgamesh on the scene within the setting of this entirely fictional work. 

 

This work also very brilliantly reveals a son’s desire to see his father who has been away from 

him for a long time. In my view, the main character of this tale and Hannibal share same feelings 

in regards to being away from father. 
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Purchase or Rent the Musical 

 

https://vimeo.com/ondemand/mn2012act1/210195602 

 

 

Complete book translated and typeset by Marcel E. Josephson.  Purchase at  

 

http://www.lulu.com/shop/hannibal-alkhas/selected-works-of-poetry/paperback/product-

20134309.html 

 

 

Purchase the MN DVDs and Music 

 

http://www.mesopotamian-night.org/ 

 

http://www.mesopotamian-night.org/p/mn20.html 

 

 

Purchase the Music 

 

https://itunes.apple.com/us/album/malek-rama-handsome-prince/id596668763 

 

http://www.cdbaby.com/cd/mesopotamiannight 

 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00B6A44SW?ie=UTF8&*Version*=1&*entries*=0 

 

 

Oojaabaa.  Edwin Elieh's Website 

 

http://www.oojaabaa.com/ 

 

 

Contribute to the Assyrian Cause 

 

http://www.assyrianaid.org/ 

 

 

Contribute to Edwin's Next Musical 

 

https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/gilgamesh-an-assyrian-musical#/ 
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Track 1 

 

 �� � ��� �	

� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���  �

�
��� 

B’ CHOO-LOOKH-TAA D’ MIS-KEE-NEH, KHAA DO-RAA 

Once upon a time in a cabin of poor people. 

 �� ��� �
�
� ����� �

���  � 	 �! � �  	

� ��� 

TLAA BNAA-THE TEE-WEH WAA BIZ-QAA-RAA 

Three girls were sitting down and weaving 

@ @

@ @

@ @
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Track 1 
 

~čÅØÜđß@c
ìžô@åčíì
ô@ @
HO-YAAN WAA MU-LIK-TAA 

If I were a queen@ @

~čÅ×�ñ@ač†y@c
ìžô@æ
ŠÓõŒi@ @
B’ZAAQ-RAAN WAA KHDAA TIK-TAA 

I would weave a pant drawstring@ @

 
~ïčãč̂ rđçë@dŽrÔflã@ïčÜ×…@ @

D’ KOOL NIQ-WEH OO GOW-RAA-NEH 

That all women and their husbands@ @

AşïčäčjãŁëñ@ë
ìžô@dĆàđy@ @
KHU-MEE WAA TOOM-BAA-NEH 

Would tie their pants with.@ @
 

 

~čÅØÜđß@c
ìžô@åčíì
ô@ @
HO-YAAN WAA MU-LIK-TAA 

If I were a queen@ @

~čÅ×fl‰@ač†y@c
ìžô@åčÜ’đi@ @
BUSH-LAAN WAA KHDAA RIK-TAA 

I would cook a noodle dish@ @
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~c
ìžô@ÉĆrč1ë@c
ìžô@ÝĆ3ča…@ @
D’ AA-KHIL WAA OO SAA-WEE WAA 

That would eat it from it and get full 

@ @

~c
ìžô@dĆÈči…@ž†đy@Ý×@ @
KOOL KHAA BAAY-EE WAA 

And for whoever wanted@ @
 

Ae6ŁëòčàÈđ8  @
ìžô@dĆãđñ…@@ @

TdU-MAA-TOO!!   NAA-NEE WAA 

to his, a great taste!!! he would say 
 

 

 

~a
Ščjžäđç@ž†đy@c
ìžô@åčÛ†čîi@ @
B’ YAAD-LAAN WAA KHAA GU-BAA-RAA 

I would give birth to a warrior@ @

~čÅØÜđß@c
ìžô@åčíì
ô@ @
HO-YAAN WAA MU-LIK-TAA 

If I were a queen@ @

 
Acčñ;a@Ù�Üčß@@A„ŁìÛ@cčñ;a@aĆ…@ @

DE TAA LOOKH!! MAA-LIK, TAA!! 

Come on over Malek!  Come!@ @
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Track 2 

  

� �" ��#
�
�$ % ���  �

�
�� �

�&� �� �
�" ��#' ( �#

�
�� 

MAA-LIK SLEE-TdAA D’ B’ UT-RAA WAA SHU-LEE-TdAA 

Malik Slita was the ruler/governor of the country 

 

 ��� ��� ��) 
�*� � ��+��� �

�
� � �!, � �- � ��) 

KUD WAA-REH WAA DIP-NEH DE CHOO-LOOKH-TAA 

while he was walking next to the cabin 

 
 ��� �

�.
�
�� �

��� /� � 	� 0 �1$ � � &��+ �2 
SIP-YAA-EET SHMEE-LEH KOOL KHDAA TI-NUKH-TAA 

Clearly he heard each and every sigh  
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Track 3 
 

NoÛ@hAÜ×@æþì3ìčÇ‰đñ@‰;òči@ @
BUR TU-RO-KHOON KLEE LEE 

I stood behind your door@ @

NoÜÈ�D@æþì3ìčãč̂ jđy@ @
KHUB-RAA-NO-KHOON SHMEE-LEE 

I listened to your words@ @

NoÜÇfl…‹@hčÛ@a
Ščrç@O@ @
MIN GWAA-RAA LAA ZDEE-LEE 

I am not afraid of marriage@ @

NoÛ@aĆ…‰@cĆ‹@ï3čòčÓ@ÒŁëa@ @
OOP QAA-TAAKH ZEH, RDEE LEE 

I also approved of you.@ @

@ @

@ž†đy@oÛþë†í~a
Ščjžäđç@ @
YDOO-LEE KHAA GU-BAA-RAA 

Give birth to a warrior for me@ @

Na
Ščß;a@ðñIìí…@ƒíđa@ŠIô@ @
HERR AAKH DEET-WAA MAA-RAA 

As you said.@ @

~cKñ
ëòčy@æŁìßŁìÓ@dĆô@ @
HE QOO-MOON KHAAT-WAA-TEH 

And you sisters, get up@ @

AcKñ
ëòîđi@æŁìÐ�Üzđ‘@ @
SHUKH-LE-POON BET-WAA-TEH 

And change homes@ @

~pòîđi@ìčç@p‰ûđÓ@ìčç@ @
GO QUS-REE GO BE-TEE 

In my palace, in my home@ @
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~pòčÓ@æþëòíĆì
ô@†fli@ @
BED HAA-WEE-TOON QAA-TEE 

You will be for me@ @

 
~čÅäčÜ’đi@čÅčy@ač†y@ @

KHDAA KHAA-TAA BUSH-LAAN-TAA 

One sister the cook@ @

NčÅäčÛ†čç@čÅčy@ač†y@ @
KHDAA KHAA-TAA GAAD-LAAN-TAA 

One sister the weaver.@ @

@ @
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Track 4 

 

 � 	� �	�3 � ��) �
����  � �- 

OH YOO-MAA KUD GNEE-LEH 

that day as the sunset came 

 
 �- � �.� �� ( �#

�
��� 	� % 	� 

MAA-LIK, KHIT-NAA WEE-LEH 

Malik, became a groom 

 
 ��� �#4 �

�� %
���  ��! � �) 

KRIP-TEH WAA BAASH-LEN-TAA 

the cook was angry 

  
 ��� ��� �3 % ���  ��� ��� 

BIKH-YEH WAA GAAD-LEN-TAA 

the weaver was crying  
 

� 	

4 �#+ 5 ���� % 	�- � 	�. ��� �

�3 
GOO DOON-YEH WEE-LOON PLAA-SHEH 

the came war in their world 

  
� 
 	$

�� ��� 5 ���#$��3 ��# �
�� 

MEL-KAA GRISH-LOON L’ KOO-TAA-SHEH 

they pulled the king into their struggles 

  
 �6 �� � �� � 	� � 	"� � 	� % 	�  � ����  

TEE-LEH MTdEE-LEH KHAA YOO-MAA 

a day came  
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� �. ���� �� �� �2 ��- * ��� �
�
��� 

D’ BUKH-TOO HOO-SI-LAA BROO-NAA 

when his wife gave birth to a son 

  
 �� � ��  � �� ��� �� % ���  � �. ���� 

KHAA BROO-NAA WAA LAA-KHOO-MAA 

he was a handsome/becoming son 

  
� ���

��) * ���
�� �-

�
� �� ��$ 

SHOO-DI-RAA QAA-TOO KTAA-WAA 

she sent him a letter 

  
 � �����  ��� �7 �$ 

�- ��� �!
�
�3 � �� 

QAA GO-RO, SHIKH-DAA YAA-WAA 

to her husband, she sent good news/good tidings 

  
 ��� ��� �3 8

�
�, ��� �#4 �

�� 
BAASH-LEN-TAA UM GAAD-LEN-TAA 

the cook with the weaver 

  

 ��.��& 	$ � �� � �& �� �.� 
OO NAA-NAA-REE-KHAA SHEE-DEN-TAA 

and the crazy nanny 

  
 � 	� ��9

�
�+� �

���  � ��
�
�+ 

PRAA-MEH WAA OO PAA-SOO-LEH 

they were cutting & chopping (planning a conspiracy)  

  
� 	� ��2

�
�- % ���  ��4 ���� 

BISH-TAA WAA HAA-SOO-LEH 

she was given birth to an evil (plan)  
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� � ��
��) 5 ���#: �#� ��$� 5 ���# �;$ 

SHQI-LOON, SHOOKH-LI-POON KTAA-WAA 

they took and changed the letter 

  
 �6 � �1 �

�3��+ 
�
� 	�� � ����  � �. 

PIT-GHAA-MAA KHEE-NAA YAA-WAA 

and gave another answer/solution 

  
 �  �< ��� �

�
��� � �. ���� �� �� �< ���# � � 

BUKH-TOOKH HOO-SIL-TOOKH KHAA BROO-NAA 

“your wife has given birth to a son” 

  
.% �� �$ �( 

�
�6 �

�� ��) � 	# � �� 
EE-LEH KOO-MAA AAKH SHAA-VAA 

“he is black as a black rock” 
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Track 5 
 

~čÅÛŞúŁìô@fčÜí@„ŁëòčÓ@ @
QAA-TOOKH LAA HOO-SIL-TAA 

She gave birth for you 

NdčÇŠđß@‰;òči@O@„Łëò‚đi@ @
BUKH-TOOKH MIN BUR MUR-AA 

Your wife after labor. 
~dčÇ‰U‹@ž†đy@eŁì1žŠA×@O@ @

MIN KEE-SO KHAA ZUR-AA 

From her abdomen a seed/child 

 
 

@hAÜîđÜi~dčßìčîÛ@dči‰ŁìÓ@ @
B’LE-LEH QOOR=BAA L’ YOO-MAA 

In the night close to dawn@ @

~dčßŁì×;a@hčÛ@a
‰
ìy@hčÛ@ @
LAA KHWAA-RAA, LAA KOO-MAA 

Not white, not black@ @

~cčñ
Ši@hčÛ@dčãþëŠi@hčÛ@ @
LAA BROO-NAA, LAA BRAA-TAA 

Not a boy, not a girl@ @

~čÅčã@hčÛë@dčßŁìÏ@hčÛ@ @
LAA POO-MAA OO LAA NAA-TAA 

Without a mouth or ear(s)@ @
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~čÅÈÛflë�ñë@dčÔ�Ï@hčÛ@ @
LAA PI-QAA OO TOO-WIL-TAA 

Not a frog or a worm  

~čÅÛŞúŁìô@fčÜí@„ŁëòčÓ@ @
QAA-TOOKH LAA HOO-SIL-TAA 

She gave birth for you 

NdčÇŠđß@‰;òči@O@„Łëò‚đi@ @
BUKH-TOOKH MIN BUR MUR-AA 

Your wife after labor.@ @

~dčÇ‰U‹@ž†đy@eŁì1žŠA×@O@ @
MIN KEE-SO KHAA ZUR-AA 

From her abdomen a seed/child@ @
 

 

 

~cčñ
Ši@hčÛ@dčãþëŠi@hčÛ@ @
LAA BROO-NAA, LAA BRAA-TAA 

Not a boy, not a girl 
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Track 6 
 

 

� 	� � 	#� � ��� ��) > �� � �! �� 
BAA-BAA MIN KUR-BAA MLEE-LEH 

the father filled with rage 

 
� 	� �	+ ��' * ��.

��� ��+ �
�3 

GO POOQ-DAA-NOO SOO-PEE-LEH 

his command/order was entrusted 

 
5 ���# ��;�

�
��� 5

���# ��;� � ��� � �� 
QAAT KHAAN-QEE-LOON OO TEL-QEE-LOON 

to drown and lose them 

  
5 ���# � �;

�
�� �

�
� ��. �

�3 > � �  
YEN GOO NOO-RAA, MAAQ-DEE-LOON 

or in the fire, burn them 

  
 �6* ��.

��� ��:� � 	#1 �4+ % ��� �� 
KHUR-TAA PSHIM-LEH BEE POOQ-DAA-NOO 

then he regretted his command/order 

  
* ���

�3 � �3 % ���  �	. ��1� �
�� 

TAAKH-MOO-NEH WAA GOO GAA-NOO 

he was thinking to himself 
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 �?�!
�' �� �#  @�+2 A ���� �?��� � �� 

D’ BOOSH SPAAY WAA SEP-REE L’ DYAAR-TEE 

it’s better for them to wait for my return 

  
. �?��

�
�!�

�
�1� 5���

�
�$ B��

�� 
LAA-ZIM SHUD-RIN MUKH-BUR-TEE 

it is necessary to send them my call/word 

  
 ��� ��� �3� ��� �#4 �

�� 
BAASH-LENTAA OO GAAD-LEN-TAA 

the cook and the weaver 

  
 ��.��& 	$ % �� ��� �. 8

�
�, 

UM NAA-NOON-TAA SHEE-DEN-TAA 

with the crazy grandmother 

  
 �� �
�� > �� �

�
�� �

�� %
��- C��

�D� B 
MIN QAAM ZAA-RIQ WAA BAAH-RAA 

before the rise of the light (sunrise)  

  
 �

�
���# ��� %

���  * �� � �� ��� 
MOOR-WEE-YOO WAA BIL-TdAA-RAA 

they intoxicated the messenger 

  
 5 ���#: �#� ��$ % ��� �

�!�
�
�� �E� 

L’ EH MUKH-BUR-TAA SHOOKH-LI-POON 

they changed that calling/word (message) 
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5 ���#: �#� ��� �- ��.
�
F! � ���� 

OO L’ KHUB-RAA-NO MOOKH-LI-POON 

and changed it’s words 

  
 � �" ��#' ( �#

�
�� � 	� � �;+�� 

QID-LEH MAA-LIK SLEE-TdAA 

Malik Slita burned and said????? 

  
� �" ��� � �- � 	#. ��� ��;�

�
�� 

TEL-QEE-TOON LEH OH LEE-TdAA 

“loose this cursed/dammed thing” 

  
� 	� % 	�- % �-�6 �- ��" �#+� 
OO PLAA-TO AA-HAA WEE-LEH 

on his leaving, this is what happened 

  
 � 	� � 	�2 ��1 �

�#, �
��� � �.

��� ��+ 
POOQ-DAA-NAA D’ TAA-LAAM-TAA SLEE-LEH 

the command/order of punishment came down 

  
 �� � ��� % �� �3  �

�
� ���D �

�# �' 
GAA-WAA KHAA SAA-LAA SQEE-RAA 

inside a woven basket 

  
�
�
� ��� � � ��� %

���  � �4 � �!� ���� 
MOOL-WI-SHEH WAA BEE-YAAD QEE-RAA 

they were covered in tar/pitch 
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� �1 �  8
�
�, � �. ���� � �- � �� 

QAA DO BROO-NAA UM YI-MAA 

to that son with the mother 

  
� �1 � � � %

��&
�
�+ /

�
�, 5 ���� E�

�
�+ ��� 

ROO-PEE-LOON L’ PAA-TAA D’ YAA-MAA 

they were thrown to the face of the sea 

  
              � 	� % 	�- � �� �1�

�
� ��: �

�� 
LE-PAA REKH-MAA-NAA WEE-LEH 

the wave(s) was merciful 

  
� 	� � 	"� ��� %�D��!� � �# �' 

SAA-LAA, L’ BIR-ZAA MOOM-TdEE-LEH 

the basket reached land 

  
% ��� ��,D % ���  % ��� ���

�
�3 ���� 

KHDAA GAA-ZUR-TAA WAA SOOR-TAA 

it was a small island 

  
       % ��� ���� �	


� �# � &� �� ��#� 
MLEE-TAA M’ EE-LAA-NEH D’ KHDOOR-TAA 

it was full of willow trees 

  
 �� � �� -	� � �!, �	


� �$� � �� ��
�
�D 

KHAA ZO-NAA D’ SHI-NEH WI-REH 

a time of years passed 
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 -	� ��� �
�
� �!

�
�3 /

�
�, ��,� ��D 

ZUR-AA L’ GOW-RAA DI-REH 

the seed (child) grew to a man 

  
 �� � �� * ��� � &�  ��4 ��� �

�
�& 	3 

B’ EE-DOO GEE-RAA OO QISH-TAA 

holding in his hand, an arrow and bow 

  
 �6 � �3 ��� ��9� � 	��D� ��$�� 

ZI-LEH L' SE-DAA GOO DISH-TAA 

he went to the plains to hunt 

 

 

 �� �� > �� � �;��� �
����� �� � 

LAA RIKH-QAA MIN BUR QAA-YAA 

not far from after the boulder 

  
 �� � ��  �& 	� %

���  � �# ���� �� 
KHAA QAA-LAA WAA BIL-YAA-YAA 

a voice was wailing/moaning 

  
 �6 � �. ���� � �- � 	� % 	�� � 	� % 	� 

TEE-LEH, KHZEE-LEH OH BROO-NAA 

as he came, the son saw 
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 ����� % ��� �  �

�# ��� �.��  
QAA-LAA EE-WAA KHDAA YO-NAA 

that the sound was from a dove 

  
 �� 	7� % ���  �	+ ���+

�
�� �- ��� �! 

RAAP-ROO-PEH WAA L’ GEE-BAA-NO 

it was fluttering on it's side 

  
 �� � ��  �- ��� �7� � �# ��:. �

�
�4�. 

KHAA NISH-RAA MPEE-LEH L’ GAA-NO 

an eagle had descended upon it 

  
 G< �-  ��4 ��+ %

���  � 	� � �
�'��+ 

HICH PIR-SET LEH WAA PISH-TAA 

there barely was any opportunity 

  
 ��4 �;� �

�
�& 	3 � 	# �� �� ��� 

MOO-TIW-LEH GEE-RAA L’ QISH-TAA 

he placed his arrow upon his bow 

  
* ���

��;� �
�
� 	3 � �- � 	� H ��� 

GEE-RAA MKHEE-LAA L’ QDAA-LOO 

the arrow hit the eagles neck????? 
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* ��#
�� ��� �

�1$ I �
�- � 	#1 � � 

RIM-LAA HEL SHMAA-YAA QAA-LOO 

his voice reached the heavens 

  
 ��# � �  � �.

��, % �-�&�  � �. �� 
B’ AA-HAA DAA-NAA YAA-LOO-NAA 

this time the teenager 

  
� �.� �- * ��$	� > �� � 	#���+ 
PRIKH-LEH MIN REE-SHOO HO-NA 

his wisdom/senses flew away (lost his mind)  

  
* ��� �� � 	� ����

�
�- � �.��  

YO-NAA HAAM-ZOO-MEH MI-NOO 

the dove was speaking to him 

  
* ��1� � � ��

�4 ��� � ������ 
B’ RIT-MAA LEE-SHAA-NAA D YI-MOO 

in the tone/pronounciation of his mother’s language 

  
5 �6� �( 

�
�6  �� 

�
� ����6 ���� 

AAKH DIN KHDAA AA-TO-RE-TAA 

just like an Assyrian 

  
% ��� � �� � �.���� % ��- �� � �-� 

HO-YAA WAA L’ YO-NAA KHDIR-TAA 

she could have turned to 
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Track 7 

 

~dčäčãì
ô@dčãþëŠi@dčí@ @
YAA BROO-NAA HO-NAA-NAA 

Oh boy, oh wise boy@ @

~dč’đy@„ŁìÛ@pì
ô@hčÛ@ @
LAA HAA-WEE-LOOKH KHU-SHAA 

Do not feel sorrow@ @

~dč‘Š�§@òžãđa@„ŁìÜ�İÓ…@ @
D’ QTdI-LOOKH AAT L’ KHIR-SHAA 

That you killed the magic (eagle)@ @

~čÅnãìčí@ač†y@dčÓ@hčÛ@ @
LAA QAA KHDAA YO-NEE-TAA 

Not only a dove@ @

NčÅmŠi@ač†y@ñflìí@dčÓ‰ŁìÏ@ @
POOR-QAA WIT KHDAA BREE-TAA 

You have also saved the creation.@ @

@ @

~dčãčòÜîđy@oÓŁëŠđÏ@ @
PU-ROO-QEE KHUL-TAA-NAA 

O my mighty/powerful savior@ @

~dčãča@æ
ìí@dĆíŁìßŠđÏ@ @
PUR-MOO-YEH WIN AA-NAA 

I do understand@ @

~óAÜ’flyž‰@dčàčîÛ@„Łë‰bĆç@ @
GEE-ROOKH L’ YAA-MAA KHISH-LEH 

That your arrow went into the sea@ @

NóAÜ’nÏ@„ŁëòčÓ@dčäÐ�×@ @
KIP-NAA QAA-TOOKH PISH-LEH 

You are faced with hunger@ @

~dčí‰Łì‘@ñflìí@dŽîđy@ @
KHU-YEH WIT SHOOR-YAA 

You have started a life@ @

@ @
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NHdčÈmŠÏI@dčíŠ�Ï@òfl’îčÏ@oäflß@ @
MI-NEE PAA-YISH PIR-YAA 

You will be rewarded by me.@ @

~dčãčòÜîđy@oÓŁëŠđÏ@ @
PU-ROO-QEE KHUL-TAA-NAA 

O my mighty/powerful savior@ @

~óAÜ’flyž‰@dčàčîÛ@„Łë‰bĆç@ @
GEE-ROOKH L’ YAA-MAA KHISH-LEH 

That your arrow went into the sea@ @

NóAÜ’nÏ@„ŁëòčÓ@dčäÐ�×@ @
KIP-NAA QAA-TOOKH PISH-LEH 

You are faced with hunger@ @

 
~„Łìàflí@áđÇ@òžãđa@”ŁìÏ@ @

POOSH UT UM YI-MOOKH 

You remain with your mother@ @

N„Łìàfl‘@”AbčÏ@a
aÔy@ @
KHQEE-RAA PAA-YISH SHI-MOOKH 

Your name will be glorified/praised.@ @

~dčãčòÜîđy@oÓŁëŠđÏ@ @
PU-ROO-QEE KHUL-TAA-NAA 

O my mighty/powerful savior 
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Track 8  

 

� �1 � � �
�
�) �

�41 �$ �� �� ���� � ������ 
B' YOO-MAA TLEE-TAA-AA, SHIM-SHAA KUD REE-MAA 

on the third day, as the sun had risen 

 
 �� �
�3 � �. ����� �1 ��� * ���� �$ > �� �

�
� �! 

BROO-NAA GU-BAA-RAA, MIN SHIN-TOO QEE-MAA 

the noble son had woken from his sleep 

 
 �� � �� ���� � 	� % 	�� �� 

KHZEE-LEH KHDAA MDEE-TAA, 

he saw an island,  

  
 �� �
�� �� ��#) * ��
� ��, B 

QAAM AAY-NOO KLEE-TAA 

Standing in front of him  

  
� 	� J�� K 

TdEE-LEH 

he knew 

  
 �- % ���  � �.�� � �� � � 

D’ YO-NAA WAA WEE-TAA, 

because of the dove  
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 �� � �1 �� �� ��� �� ��� 	  
L' MDEE-TAA MOO-YEE-TAA 

brought to the city 

 
 L 	


�� � ��� ��,��� � 	M ��:�
�
�$� � �# �� 

QAA-LAA D SHAY-POO-REH BZAA-YAA NAT-YAA-TEH 

the sound of trumpets piercing his ears  

  
 �6 �� � �� �*� � 	


4 �. 	

� �
���� ��!� � �" �#+ �� 

NAA-SHEH D'  DEH MDEE-TAA, PLAA-TAA MIN BET-WAA-TEH 

the people of that city were coming out of their houses  

  
�
�
� ��1

�4� � �# ��#) * ��$	�� 5 ���# �� �� ��� 
MOO-TEE-LOON L' REE-SHOO, KLEE-LAA M' SHAA-MEE-RAA 

they reached his head, and crown of diamond(s)  

  
 �� � �� � ����

�
� ���

�
�6 % 	� �- E� ���

�3� E �
�� 

D’ QAA MDEE-TEH OO GAA-NEH, HAA-WEH U-MEE-RAA 

so that for their city and themselves, he would be prince  

 
 � �1 �  

�� �#
�
��� 

OO MU-LIK-TAA YI-MAA, 

and the mother queen,  

  
� �1 �4� �� �� A��+�� 
D’ PRISH-LAA SHI-MAA 

chose a name  
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� �� ��� �� � ��
�
� ( �#

�
�� 

MA-LIK RAA-MAA LAA-KHOO-MAA 

the handsome/becoming high king” (Malik Rama)  

 
� ����  � �-� > �� � �

�- � �� �1) �
�- � 	� % 	�-�� 

D’ WEE-LEH HUCH-MAA-NAA L' UM-RAA-NEH DEH MDEE-TAA 

he became governor of the dwellers of that city 

 

% ��� ���
�
�7� ��� �"� � �� � �1�  �&

�
�:� � �;��� > �� 

MIN RIKH-QAA L’ PAA-TAA D YAA-MAA, LAA MTdAA-YAA L’ GU-ZAAR-TAA 

From far away, on the surface of the sea, haven’t reached the island?? 

  

% ���� � � �3 � ���  E� � ��� ��&� 
E�
�
�:� �6 � � ��� � 	


� ��� �� 
KHAA-ZO-QEH BEE EL-PAA-YEH, L’ OOR-KHEH EE-WAA GO DYAAR-TEH 

the voyagers by their thousands, went on there way to return  
 

 �� � �� ���� 5 ���� % 	�� �� 
KHZEE-LOON KHDAA MDEE-TAA 

KHZEE-LOON KHDAA MDEE-TAA  
 �� ���� %

���  > �
��
�� 

TAA-MUN EE-WAA BNEE-TAA 

There it was built??? 

  
� � ��-

�
�� �

� ��� %
���  �� ��' ��) 

KOO-SEE-TAA WAA BEE DAA-WAA 

his hat was of gold 
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 % �� �- � �3 � 	� � FG) 
�- ��M9 �

�� 
QUS-RO CHREE-KHEH GOO HAA-WAA 

his palace climbed in the air 

  
 �6 � �� ��� �� � ��

�
� � 	� % 	� 

TEE-LEH RA-MAA LA-KHOO-MAA, 

Malik Rama came  
  

� �1 �#$ /� ���
� �  � 	�M � �6 �

��� 
D’ QAA ERR-KHEH YE-WEH SHLAA-MAA 

and was giving greetings to his guests 

  
 ��� �

�!� � ��� �
�4� � 	� E� �

�#� ��� 
QOOB-LE-LEH B’SHE-NEH L' BE-TAA 

he accepted the greetings to the house 

  
 �6� % �� ���4 �1� �� ��$� ��#�

�) . 
B' MISH-TOO-TAA OO KHUL-TAA, SHE-TAA 

with a party/reception and food, and drinks 
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 �  �� � �&� : �@#. ���
�
�- �& 	� 5 ����� �� 

HAA-QOON-LEE, MEE-KE-TOON TEE-YEH 

Tell me, where have you come from 

  
 � � �- ��� �3� ��) ��� 

�E� ��� ���� 5 ��� 
YEN MIN DEH DOOK-TAA, GAA-WI-TOON KHI-YEH 

or from that place, from which you lived 
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Track 9 
 

 

@bIìí@dĆîãë†i~a
‰č†zfli@ @
B’ DOON-YEH WAAKH BIKH-DAA-RAA 

We are traveling the world@ @

Na
ŠčrÇ@cAñ
ëč‡ñđbß@ @
M’ UT-RAA-WAA-TEH WAA-RAA 

And passing through countries@ @

 
~aĆ…‡U‹ë@dŽßŁì×;a@hdÜÇđòß@ @

M’ TAA-LEH KOO-MEH OO ZUR-DEH 

From black and yellow foxes@ @

@aĆ‡Łìàđeß@ÒŁëa~ač†Üflç@ @
OOP M’ SU-MOO-REH GIL-DEH 

And also squirrel skin@ @

~dčäčí‹@ìčç@čÅîčäÓ@ìčç@ @
GO QNAA-TAA, GO ZYAA-NAA 

At profit or loss 

NdčäčqŒflië@bIìí@dĆãŁìiU‹@ @

We are selling and buying 

@ @

~a
‰č†zfli@bIìí@dĆîãë†i@ @
B’ DOON-YEH WAAKH BIKH-DAA-RAA 

We are traveling the world@ @

Na
ŠčrÇ@cAñ
ëč‡ñđbß@ @
M’ UT-RAA-WAA-THE WAA-RAA 

And passing through countries@ @
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~dčznã@dčznã@dčãžŠĆy;a@ @
KHEE-NAA NEE=KHAA NEE-KHAA 

Now gradually@ @

Ndčy‰Łëbi@bIìí@hčÜčÐäfli@ @
BIN-PAA-LAA WAAKH B’ OORR=KHAA 

 We are starting our path@ @

@dčí@„Łë‰ñđbß~dčİnÜđ‘@ @
M’ UT-ROOKH YAA SHU-LEE-TAA 

From your country your ruler/governor@ 
~dčİnÜ1@Ù�Üčß…@a
‰ñđü@ @

L’ UT-RAA D MAA=LIK SLEE-TAA 

To the land of Malek Slita,@ @

@ @

@ @

@ @

~čÅ¥Šđí@dčy‰Łëa@d
ôi@ @
B’ HAA OORR-KHAA YU-RIKH=TAA 

On this long path@ @

NčÅ¥Ši@æþì3ëčòÓõŒy@ @
KHZAAQ-TO-KHOON BRIKH-TAA 

Blessed be your voyage/trip@ @

Ndčßčñ@oäflß@æŁìÜrIôží@ @
HU-LOON MI-NEE TAA-MAA 

You convey over there from me.” 
~dčàčÜ‘@dčİnÜ1@Ù�Üč½@ @

L’ MAA-LIK SLEE-TdAA SHLAA-MAA 

To Malek Slita greetings@ @

@ @
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Track 10 
 

 �6 � �.��  �� �� % 	�� �� �� % 	� 
TEE-LAA KHZEE-LAA YO-NAA 

the dove came and saw 

 
� �. ���� � �4 ��+ �

�4 � ��� 
L' KHU-SHAA PEE-SHAA BROO-NAA 

that the son remained sad 

 
 � 	F

�:��6 � ��  �
�:��&� 

B' EL-PEH NAA IL-PU-REH, 

sailors in the thousands,  

aa  
 
�
� � ���	� ���

�
�- ��4 �� 

QAA KHUSH-TAA HU-DOO-REH 

Were gathering for the voyage 
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Track 11 

 

 

~dčßþìzčÛ@dčß
‰@dčí@ @
YAA RAA=MAA LAA-KHOO-MAA 

“O Rama Lakhouma@ @

Ndčßìčí…@dčäčãflŠžôđi@ @
BUH-RI=NAA-NAA D’ YOO=MAA 

Brightening of the day@ @

_dčäč’đy@ñflìm@žpž…ŁìàčÓ@ @
QAA-MOO-DEE EE-WIT KHU-SHAA-NAA? 

Why are you sad?@ @

_dčãča@„ŁëòčÓ@æč†rčÇ@žpž…Łìß@ @
MOO=DEE O-DAAN QAA-TOOKH AA-NAA? 

What can I do for you?@ @

 

@čÅnãìčí@dčí@ @
YAA YO-NEE-TAA 

O dove 
 

_dčäč’đy@ñflìm@žpž…ŁìàčÓ@ @
QAA-MOO-DEE EE-WIT KHU-SHAA-NAA? 

Why are you sad? 
@ @

~oj�Û@čÅnãìčí@dčí@ @
YAA YO-NEE-TAA, LIB-EE 

O dove, my heart@ @

Nojči@dčÓ@óAÜí@cõûnÜy@ @
KHLEE-SAA LEH QAA BAA-BEE 

is tight for my father (I miss him).@ @

@ @
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~dčãþëŠi@dčí@ @
YAA BROO-NAA 

Oh boy@ @

~dčãþëŠi@dčí@å�»đñ@hčÛ@ @
LAA TUKH-MIN, YAA BROO-NAA 

Do not think about it, Oh boy@ @

~čÅÓ
ŠÐÛ@cAñča@„Łì’đy@ @
KHU-SHOOKH AA-TEH L’ PRAAQ-TAA 

Your sadness to come to an end@ @

AčÅÔđi@ač†y@òíĆì
ô@†fli 
BED HAA-WIT KHDAA BUQ-TAA!  

You will become a mosquito! 

 

@ @
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Track 12@ @@ @@ @@ @
 

~dčãìčí@dčàčîß@dşÀčnß@ @
MEE-YEH M’ YAA-MAA, YO-NAA 

Water from sea, the dove 

NdčãþëŠi@ÝđÇ@fčÜeflí‰Łìß@ @
MOOR-YIS-LAA UL BROO-NAA 

She sprinkled over the boy@ @

NdčãŁë‰þìÇ‹@ëe@óAÛ@cĆìžô@ @
WEE LIH OH SOO-ROO-NAA 

He became small 

@ @

NčÅÔnÛñ@dčäîđÈß@dčãìčí@ @
YO-NAA M’ AAY-NAA TLIQ-TAA 

The dove disappeared@ @

AčÅÔđi@ač†§@a
Šm†y@ëe@ @
OH KHDEE-RAA L’ KHDAA BUQ-TAA 

And he turned into a mosquito@ @

 
NóAÛ‹flë‹Łëë@ëe@óAÜyflŠÏ@ @
PRIKH-LEH O WOOZ-WIZ-LEH 

He flew buzzing@ @

NóAÛŒfläÓ@čÅn¬ŁìÓ@ač†¡@ @
B’ KHDAA QOON-JEE-TAA QNIZ-LEH 

And squeezed in corner@ @

 

~dčàčí@;còčÐÛ@dčÐÛ�a@ìčç@ @
GO IL-PAA L’ PAA-TAA YAA-MAA 

In the ship afloat on the sea@ @

@dčíč†zfliNdčàč’Ðfli@ @
BIKH-DAA-YAA, BIP-SHAA-MAA 

Happy and sad (with mixed feelings).@ @
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Track 13 

 
 

 �� � ���  �6 �E� % ��� ���
�
�3 

�
� 	� % �� 

M' KHAA GU-ZAAR-TAA L' EH-KHEE-TAA 

from one island to the other 

 
 �� � �) �

�� � �1� � � ��� ��6 
OOR-KHAA D' YAA-MAA LAA KREE-TAA 

the way of the sea wasn’t short 

 
 % �� ��� � ��� E 

�
���

�
�&� 5 ���� � 	"� 

M-TdEE-LOON L' UT-REH B' KHAA-DOO-TAA 

they reached the country in happiness 

  
% �� ���� � �&� �
 	� ��G) 5

���#4 ��+ 
PISH-LOON CHEE-DEH L' ER-KHOO-TAA 

they were invited for a gathering 

  
 ( �#

�
��� �

�
�9 �

�;��
�
� �; � &� 

L' QUS-RAA D' MAA-LIK B' EE-QAA-RAA 

on the palace of the honored Malik 

  
 �� �� �� �

�3 5
�
��
��,D E 

�
�M�

�
� �! 

BAA-REH SOO-RAA GU-BAA-RAA 

behind them, the small noble warrior 
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 � � �! � �  * ��! �� % �- � 	� % 	�� 
KHZEE-LEH HAA BAA-BOO TEE-WAA 

he saw his father sitting 

  
� � ��-

�
�� �

�3 * ��#� �
�&� * ��$	�� 

M' REE-SHOO HEL AAQ-LOO DAA-WAA 

gold, from his head to his feet 

  
 �	� ��$� �

�$ * ���&
�
�:� � �4 � �� 

EE-NAA KHU-SHAA M' PAA-TOO SHUR-SHOO-REH 

but sadness was pouring from his face 

 

�	� ��
�
�+ * ���+��� � � �! � �  

TEE-WAA L' DIP-NOO PAA-CHOO-REH 

he sat next to him watching him 

  
 ��� �#4 �

�� 
�� ��#� * ���# � �� 

KHEL-TOO KHLEE-TAA, BAASH-LAAN-TAA 

his sweet aunt, the cook 

  
 �6 �*� 

�
� 	� ��� ��� �3 % �� 

KHAA-TO KHEE-TAA, GAAD-LAAN-TAA 

his other aunt, the weaver 

  
�& �� �. * ��� �. 8

�
�,� �� �  

UM NAA-NOO.  NAA-NAA-REE-KHAA 

with his granny.  
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�� � � � � �  
�- ��� ���

�
�. �

��� 
OH NAA-KHEE-RO YAA-REE-KHAA 

with that long nose of hers 

  
� �! �#"�� � �" ��#' ( �#

�
�� 

MAA-LIK SLEE-TdAA BID-LAA-BAA… 

Malik Slita was asking…  

  
 �� � ��� �@.

�
�����G)L � ��

�
� > �� 

D' TAA-NEE KHAA-CHAA MIN RAA-BAA 

tell me a little from a lot (here and there)  

  
 �� ��� % 	�

��
�
M� �

�&�� �1�  � 
M' UT-RAA-WAA-TEH BUR YAA-MAA 

about the countries beyond the sea.  

  
� �1 �' ��!�

�
�� % 	


� ��;�
�
�O� 

M' ES-KAA-WAA-TOO BOO-SAA-MAA 

difficulties/hardships and delights/pleasures 

  
 � �@.

�6 �
�
� �; � &� � 	F

�:��6 
EN IL-PAA-REH B' EE-QAA-RAA 

those sailors with honor 

  
 �& 	� * ��: ��) E� �

�$	��
�
� �� 

REE-SHEH KIP-LOON, BEE-MAA-RAA… 

lowered their heads, and said…  
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Track 14 
 

 

l~cAñ
ëč‡ñđbß@a
ŠčrÇfl@ @
BI-WAA-RAA M’ UT-RAA-WAA-TEH 

Passing through countries@ @

~cAñč̂ nôß@oi@dčÔčÏòfli@ @
BIT-PAA-QAA BEE M’ HEE-RAA-TEH 

Coming upon skills (trades)@ @

~cčñ‰UŒç@ač†y@O@dčäma@ @
EE-NAA MIN KHDAA GAA-ZUR-TAA 

But from an island@ @

AcčñŠčí…@ìčç@bIìí@dčíŒfly@žpž…Łìß@ @
MOO KHIZ-YAA WUKH GO DYAAR-TAA 

Upon our return what have we seen!@ @

~čÅ‘fl…@ač†¡@dč8ŁìÜđi@ž†đy@ @
KHAA BU-LOO-TdAA B’ KHDAA DISH-TAA 

An acorn tree out in the plain@ @

NčÅ’nÔã@čÅžäm†ß@ač†§@a
Šm†y@ @
KHDEE-RAA L’ KHDAA MDEE-TAA NQISH-TAA 

Has turned into an embroidered/decorated city.@ @

~dĆäčßˆđ×ë@aĆ̂ íč…ë@aĆ‡ûđÓ@ @
QUS-REH OO DAAY-REH OO KUR-MAA-NEH 

The palaces, the monasteries, and the orchards/vineyards@ @

AdĆãđñ@Šfl’đi@ožäčß@ð
ŠÏŁì’ß@ @
M’ SHOOP-RAA MAAY BAA-SHIR TAA-NEH! 

Who can describe their beauty!@ @

~dčržôđ……@ïči6ŁìÓ@dĆãč̂ ßŁìÇ@ @
OOM-RAA-NEH QOO-BAAY D DAA-WAAH 

The churches with domes of gold@ @

Adčqčò×@Šfl’đi@ožäčß@ð
ŠÔ�ª@ @
M’ KHIQ-RAA MAAY BU-SHIR KTAA-WAA! 

Who can write of it’s glory! 

@ @
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~dčßþìzčÛ@dčß
‰@Ù�Üčß@ @
MAA-LIK RAA-MAA LAA-KHOO-MAA 

Malek Rama Lakhouma@ @

dčržôčí@„ŁëñŁëŠÓŁìî½@~dčàčÜ‘@ @
L’ MYOOQ-ROO-TOOKH YAA-WAA SHLAA-MAA 

Is sending to your honor/reverence greetings@ @

~dčy‰Łëa@ò�ÜÔč‘…@hAÛŁìÏŠđÏ@ @
PUR-POO-LEH D’ SHAAQ-LIT OOR-KHAA 

And request that you take the road@ @

Ndčy‰ča@ñfl†ÔđÏ@ïôŁìãč†yŁëü@ @
L’ OOKH-DAA-NOOY PUQ-DIT AAR-KHAA 

And be his guest at his region/state. 

  

~dčãč†Ç@oÛ@oržôčí@oşîđy@ @
KHU-YEE YAA-WEE LEE DAA-NAA 

If my life gives me time@ @

Ndčä;Ûõ‹ča@æflìí@dĆ‘ˆfly@òîĆjÛ@ @
L’ BET KHIR-SHAA WIN AA-ZAA-NAA 

Onto this house of magic, I will visit 
 

 

@ @
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Track 15 
 

 

 � �" ��#' ( �#
�
�� � �� 5 ���� � 	� ��- � 	F

�:��6 
IL-PAA-REH HOO-QEE-LOON QAA MA-LIK SLEE-TdAA, 

The sailors told Malik Slita, of the city of gold 

 
 �� � �� �* � ���� � ��-

�
��� 

�� 
BOOT DEH MDEE-TAA D' DAA-WAA 

of that city of gold 

 
 �� � �� �- ��" ��#

�
�$ > ���  �� ��

�
�-� �� �( 

�
�6 �

�
�! ���2 

OO MIN SHU-LEE-TdO KHAA SLEE-WAA AKH MAAW-HUW-TAA, 

and from it’s ruler, a cross as a gift, 

 
 �� ���� � ������ � 	  

MOO-YAA, L' YAA-WAA 

he brought, and he gave 

 
 ��� ��� �3 8

�
�, ��� �#4 �

�� 
BUSH-LAAN-TAA UM GAAD-LAAN-TAA 

the cook and the weaver  

  
 ��.��& 	$ � �� � �& �� �.� 

OO NAA-NAA-REE-KHAA SHEE-DEN-TAA 

and the crazy nanny  
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 �� �
�;�5 ���# �!��3 � � �! ���2 � �.��, B 

MIN QAAM DAA-NAA, SLEE-WAA GNIW-LOON 

before the time, they stole the cross  

  
5 ���# �� ��  ��# �

�� P�� � 	
�# �$ 
SHIL-YEH, KIS MUL-KAA TIW-LOON 

quietly, they sat next to the king  
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Track 16 
 

 

 

~dčjčuŁìÇ@æ�òîđÛ@ @
LEE-TIN OO-JAA-BAA 

There are no miracles@ @

Ndči
‰@æþëòyđa@æþëònjvđÇ…@ @
D’ UJ-BEE-TOON UKH-TOON RAA-BAA 

That you all be amazed by much.@ @

~dčzn’y@åčîãđñ@dč‘Šfly@ž†đª@ @
M’ KHAA KHIR-SHAA TUN-YIN KHSHEE-KHAA 

I will tell about a the best/most effective magic@ @

Ndč¤òÏ@dčßŁìÏ@dĆäč‘ˆčª@ @
M’ KHAAR-SHAA-NEH POO-MAA PTEE-KHAA 

That will have magicians’ mouths wide open. 

@ @

~dčrčÇ@ž†đ§@dčäčÜma@ž†đ¡@ @
B’ KHAA EE-LAA-NAA L’ KHA AA-WAA 

On a tree in a forest@ @

Ndčržôđ……@dKÓfl†ä�Ï@oàîčÔ×@ @
K’ QAA-MEE PIN-DI-QEH D DAA-WAA 

The hazelnuts of gold do grow@ @

~a
Šàđ1@ač†y@æþìžôÛ@dčîjđç@dA×…@ @
KEE GAAB-YAA LOON KHAA SUM-RAA 

That a squirrel would gather them@ @

Na
Šßõ‹@dA×@dčîÜfly@hčÜčÔi…@ @
B’ QAA-LAA KHIL-YAA KEE ZEM-RAA 

While singing with sweet voice.@ @
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~ač…‰U‹@dčržôđ†ß@dKÓfl†ä�Ï@ @
PIN-DI-QEH M’ DAA-WAA ZUR-DAA 

The hazelnuts of yellow gold@ @

Nač†žçŠđß‹�a@dčäma@čÅä�Ó@ @
QIN-TAA EE-NAA IZ-MUR-DAA 

But the kernal/fruitstone of emeralds.@ @

 

@ač†y@æþìžôÛ@dčîjđç@dA×…~a
Šàđ1@ @
KEE GUB-YAA LOON KHAA SUM-RAA 

That a squirrel would gather them@ @

Na
Šßõ‹@dA×@dčîÜfly@hčÜčÔi…@ @
B’ QAA-LAA KHIL-YAA KEE ZEM-RAA 

While singing with sweet voice.@ @
 

 

~dčzn’y@dč‘Šfly@óAÜm@d
ôča@ @
AA-HAA EE-LEH KHIR-SHAA KHSHEE-KHAA 

This is the the best/most effective magic@ @

Ndčzn–ž’ß@hčÛ@dĆîãŁë†i@ïôŁìm†i@ @
B’ DEE-YOH B’ DOON-YEH LAA MAA-CHEE-KHAA 

That like it cannot be found in the world.@ @

 

hdÜçŁë…@ @
DOOG-LEH 

Lies 

 

~a
Šàđ1@ač†y Na
Šßõ‹@dA×@ @
KHAA SUM-RAA, KEE ZAAM-RAA 

One squirrel, it sings @ @
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Track 17 

 

 ��� �#4 �
��� �	.

�
F! � �� > �� � ��

�
� � �! �� � 	#!�G3 ��, 

OO-JIB-LEH BAA-BAA RAA-BAA MIN KHUB-RAA-NEH D' BAASH-LAAN-TAA 

the father was much amazed from the words of the cook 

 
 ��� �# ��

�
�� * ���# � �� � ��� � ���

�
�) > �� ���# �� � �. ���� 

BROO-NAA MIL-YEH MIN KER-BAA BOOT KHEL-TOO BUK-KHE-LEN-TAA 

the son was filled with anger about his jealous aunt  
 

� ��
�
� % ��� � � � �" ��� �D 

RAA-MAA WEE-EH-WAA BUQ-TAA 

Rama was a mosquito ??? 

  
 
* ���

�:� ��3 � 	M
��,D 5�&� 

B’ AAN SOO-REH GOOL-PAA-NOO 

aa  
 �� 	� �A	��  > �� �� > �� � 	#���+ 

a????a 314 

aa  
* ���

�3� �
�
�� �

�&� � 	� � 	"��� I
�
�- 

HEL MDEE-LEH L' UT-RAA D' GAA-NOO 

until he reached his country  
 

� �.�� � �� ��� � ��L � �� ��� �� � ��
�
� 

QAA KHZE-TAA D' YO-NAA, RA-MAA LAA-KHOO-MAA 

The Rama Lakhouma, for the sake of seeing the dove 
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 �
�
� �!��� �

�
�! � � � �1 � � � %�D�

�
�� /

�
�, 

TEE-WAA BIS-PAA-RAA L' MER-ZAA D' YAA-MAA 

was sitting and waiting on the edge of the sea (shore)  
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Track 18 

 

~dčßþìzčÛ@dčß
‰@dčí@ @
YAA RAA-MAA LAA-KHOO-MAA 

O Rama Lakhouma@ @

Ndčßìčí…@dčäčãflŠžôđi@ @
BURI-NAA-NAA D’ YOO-MAA 

Brightening of the day@ @

_dčäč’đy@ñflìm@žpž…ŁìàčÓ@ @
QAA-MOO-DEE WIT KHU-SHAA-NAA? 

Why are you sad?@ @

_dčãča@„ŁëòčÓ@æč†rčÇ@žpž…Łìß@ @
MOO-DEE O-DAAN QAA-TOOKH, AA-NAA 

What can I do for you?@ @

@ @

~dčjčÜİfli@óAÜí@oj�Û@ @
LI-BEE LEH BITd-LAA-BAA 

My heart desires@ @

NdčjčuŁìÇ…@p†äflß@ž†đy@ @
KHAA MIN-DEE D’ OO-JAA-BAA 

Something amazing.@ @

~dčržôđ…@O@dKÓfl†ä�Ï@ @
PIN-DI-QEH MIN DAA-WAA 

The hazelnuts with gold@ @

NdčrčÇ@ž†đ¡@dčäčÜmbi@ @
B’ EE-LAA-NAA B’ KHAA AA-WAA 

On a tree in a forest@ @

~a
Šàđ1@ač†y@dčîjđç@dA×…@ @
KEE GUB-YAA KHAA SUM-RAA 

That a squirrel would gather@ @

Na
Šßõ‹@dA×@cčñaÐđ‘ë@ @
OO SHU-PEE-RAA KEE ZUM-RAA 

And sings beautifully@ @
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~dčjčÜİfli@óAÜí@oj�Û@ @
LI-BEE LEH BI-Td-LAA-BAA 

My heart desires@ @

NdčjčuŁìÇ…@p†äflß@ž†đy@ @
KHAA MIN-DEE D OO-JAA-BAA 

Something amazing.@ @

~aĆ…‡U‹@dčäm@dKÓfl†ä�Ï@ @
PIN-DI-QEH EE-NAA ZUR-DEH 

The hazelnuts are yellow (of gold)@ @

NaĆ†žçˆđß‹�a@O@ðčòä�Ó@ @
QIN-TAA MIN IZ-MUR-DEH 

But the kernel/fruitstone are emeralds.@ @

~dčãča@dčÇč†îĆi@æžìží@hAÛ@ @
LEN WIN  BI-DAA-YAA, AA-NAA 

I am not sure though@ @

NdčäčÜçđ†ß@dčäm@aĆ̂ jđy@ @
KHUB-REH EE-NAA M’ DUG-LAA-NAA 

The words are from a liar.@ @
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@ @

Na
ŠmŠđß@hčÛ@„Łìj�Û@ @
LI-BOOKH LAA MU-REE-RAA 

Your heart not to be bitter (do not worry)@ @

Na
ŠmŠđ‘@óAÜm@a
uđy@ @
KHU-BRAA EE-LEH SHU-REE-RAA 

The words are true/sincere.@ @

~dč‘Š�¡@čÅÇč†í@oÛ@òma@ @
IT LEE DAA-TAA B’ KHIR-SHAA 

I know magic@ @

Ndč’đy@„Łìäflß@dčÔyfl‰@ @
RIKH-QAA MI-NOOKH KHU-SHAA 

The sorrow be far away from you (cheer up)@ @

~dčččíŠ�Ï@oäflß@lþìÜ8@ @
TdLOOB MI-NEE PIR-YAA 

Ask me abundantly@ @

@NdčÈmŠÏ@òfl’îčÏ@†fli@ @
BED PAA-YISH PREE-AA 

You will be rewarded (paid).@ @
 

 

 

~dčjčÜİfli@oj�Û  óAÜí@ @
LI-BEE BI-TdLAA-BAA LEH 

My heart desires 
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Track 19 

 

 �� �� > �� �� � �� � % ��� �!' � �.��  /
�
�,� � ��� �� 

MIN BUR KHAA MIT-KHAA, L' YO-NAA SPAAR-TAA 

after a space of time (while), on the waiting of the dove 

 
 * ���� � �!,

�
�� * ����

�,���% ��� ���� �
�,� �

�� > �� 
BEE DYAAR-TOO OO WAAR-TOO MIN TU-RAA D DER-TAA 

with his return and entering of the door and yard/courtyard 

 
� �1 � � %

��� ��� �
�3 � �� �# � 6 � 	� % 	�� 

KHZEE-LEH EE-LAA-NAA GOO DER-TAA REE-MAA 

he saw a risen tree in the yard/courtyard 

  
* ���. ��OQ �� 	3 /� � � ��-

�
�� > �� � �1 ��$ � �! 

D’ OOM-TOO MIN DAA-WAA L' KOOL GEE-BAA SHEE-MAA 

his nation with gold, every side perfect/flawless  
 

� ��
�
� � 	� � 	�� � ��

�
� 

RA-MAA LAA-KHOO-MAA OO-JIB-LEH OO KHDEE-LEH 

Rama Lakhouma was amazed and became happy???? 
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 �6 -	� ��� �! �
G3 ��O� 

aa 

aa  
 � � ������ � �.�� � 

aa 

aa  
� � ��-

�
�� %

�-�&� 
aa 

aa 

 

�	

� ����  5 ��-� � �!,L � ��

�
� � 	� � �4 � ��� � ��

�
� 

WI-ROON YOO-MAA-NEH. RA-MAA B' KHU-SHAA LEH RAA-BAA 
the days passed.  Rama was very sad 

  
� �! ��� �� ��� � �� * ��! �� � 	#  % �9 ��#� 

KHLEE-SEH LEH LI-BOO, QAA KHZE-TAA D' BAA-BAA 

his heart was tight (missing), to see his father 

  
� �1 � � � %�D�

�
�� /

�
�, � � �! � �  � ��

�
� � ��) 

KUD RA-MAA TEE-WAA L' MER-ZAA D' YAA-MAA 

While Rama was sitting on the edge of the sea (shore)  

  
 �& 	� �

�:� �6 �
��� � 	� % 	�� �� �

�;� �� ��� �� 
KHZEE-LEH KHDAA IL-PAA BEE-TAA-YAA L' QAA-MAA  

and he saw a ship coming forward 

  
 �6 (� ��  E �

��-��) �
�. ��� % �- � �@.

�6 � �
�- 5 ���� % 	�  � 	F

�:��6 
HAA DOO-NAA TEE-LOON, HEL E-NEH IL-PAA-REH 

here they come, the same sailors???? 
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 E� � ��� ������ �
��
�
� ( �#

�
�� � ���	� ��! �� 

QAA MA-LIK RA-MAA, B' ZOOQ-YAA KHAA-BOO-REH 

to Malik Rama, with ?? calling 

  
 � 	� E� �

�#� ��� � ���
�
�4� % �� ��� � �� � ��

�
�� 

B’ RAA-BAA KHAA-DOO-TAA, P-SHE-NAA QOOB-LE-LEH 

with much happiness, he accepted them with greetings 

  
 �� ��

�
�-� �� * ����

�
��� � 	


� ����:� � 	� E� �
�#� ��� 

M' PIN-DI-QEH D DAA-WAA, MAAW-HUW-TAA LOOB-LE-LEH 

with hazelnuts of gold, he sent as a gift 
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Track 20 

 

 

l~a
‰č†zfli@bIìí@dĆîãë…@ @
B’ DOON-YEH WUKH BIKH-DAA-RAA 

We are traveling the world@ @

Na
ŠčrÇ@cAñ
ëč‡ñđbß@ @
M’ UT-RAA-WAA-TEH WAA-RAA 

And passing through countries@ @

~aĆ‡þìÇ‹ë@aĆ‡Łìç@dŽ1Łìeß@ @
M’ SOO-SEH GOO-REH OO SOO-REH 

From big and small horses@ @

~aĆ‡þëìčãë@dŽîčäîđ‘@ @
SHUY-NAA-YEH OO NAA-WOO-REH 

Domesticated and wild@ @

~dčäčí‹@ìčç@čÅîčäÓ@ìčç@ @
GO QNE-TAA, GO ZYAA-NAA 

At profit or loss@ @

NdčäčqŒflië@bIìí@dĆãŁìiU‹@ @
ZU-BOO-NEH WUKH OO BIZ=WAA-NAA 

We are selling and buying.@ @
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~dčznã@dčznã@dčãžŠĆy;a@ @

KHEE-NAA NEE-KHAA NEE-KHAA 

Now gradually@ @

~dčy‰Łëbi@bIìí@hčÜčÐäfli@ @
BIN-PAA-LAA WUKH B’ OOR-KHAA 

We are departing@ @

~dčİnÜđ‘@dčí@„Łë‰ñđbß@ @
M’ UT-ROOKH YAA SHU-LEE-TdAA 

From your country, oh ruler/governor@ @

NdčİnÜ1@Ù�Üčß…@a
‰ñđü@ @
L’ UT-ROOKH D’ MAA-LIK SLEE-TdAA 

To the land of Malek Slita.@ @
 

 

 

l~čÅ¥Šđí@dčy‰Łëa@d
ô@ @
B’ HAA OOR-KHAA YU-RIKH-TAA 

On this long path@ @

NčÅ¥Ši@æþì3ëčòÓõŒy@ @
KHZAAQ-TO-KHON BRIKH-TAA 

Blessed be your voyage/trip@ @

~dčßčñ@oäflß@æŁìÜrIôží@ @
HU-LOON MI-NEE TAA-MAA 

You convey over there from me@ @

NdčàčÜ‘@dčİnÜ1@Ù�Üč½@ @
L’ MAA-LIK SLEE-TdAA SHLAA-MAA 

To Malek Slita greetings@ @
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Track 21 
 

 

 5 ���#; ��� * ��#��� � 	F
�:��6 

IL-PAA-REH M’ KIS-LOO RKHIQ-LOON 

the sailors ran away from him 

 
5 ���#;� �!$ � �� �4 � �� � ��

�
� 

RA-MAA KHU-SHAA-NAA SHWIQ-LOON 

they left Rama sad 

 
 �� �� % 	�� * ���

�� � ��) � �.��  
YO-NAA KUD QAA-TOO KHZEE-LAA, 

As the dove saw him, 

  
 �6 * ��#��� I �

�- �� �#���+ �� �� % 	� 
PRIKH-LAA HEL KIS-LOO TEE-LAA 

and flew and came to him 
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Track 22 

 

~dčßþìzčÛ@dčß
‰@dčí@ @
YAA RAA-MAA LAA-KHOO-MAA 

O Rama Lakhouma@ @

Ndčßìčí…@dčäčãflŠžôđi@ @
BU-RI-NAA-NAA D’ YO-MAA 

Brightening of the day@ @

_dčäč’đy@ñflìm@žpž…ŁìàčÓ@ @
QAA-MOO-DEE EE-WIT KHU-SHAA-NAA 

Why are you sad?@ @

_dčãča@„ŁëòčÓ@æč†rčÇ@žpž…Łìß@ @
MOO-DEE O-DAAN QAA-TOOKH, AA-NAA 

What can I do for you?@ @

 

@čÅnãìčí@dčí@ @
YAA YO-NEE-TAA 

O dove 
 

_dčäč’đy@ñflìm@žpž…ŁìàčÓ@ @
QAA-MOO-DEE EE-WIT KHU-SHAA-NAA? 

Why are you sad? 
@ @

~oj�Û@čÅnãìčí@dčí@ @
YAA YO-NEE-TAA LI-BEE 

O dove, my heart@ @

Nojči@dčÓ@óAÜí@cõûnÜy@ @
KHLEE-SAA LEH QAA BAA-BEE 

is tight for my father (I miss him).”@ @

@ @
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~dčãþëŠi@dčí@ @
YAA BROO-NAA 

Oh boy@ @

~dčãþëŠi@dčí@å�»đñ@hčÛ@ @
LAA TUKH-MIN, YAA BROO-NAA 

Do not think about it, Oh boy@ @

@ @

@ač†y@òíĆì
ô@†fliAdčÈİ�Ó@ @
BID HAA-WID KHAA QI-TdAA 

You will became a piece@ @

Ndčİ�Ó‰fl‹…@cčñŁìîßfl†i@ @
B’ DIM-YOO-TAA D’ ZIR-QI-TdAA 

Looking like a wasp.@ @
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Track 23 

~dčãìčí@dčàčîß@dşÀčnß@ @
MEE-YEH M’ YAA-MAA, YO-NAA 

Water from sea, the dove 

NdčãþëŠi@ÝđÇ@fčÜeflí‰Łìß@ @
MOOR-YIS-LAA UL BROO-NAA 

She sprinkled over the boy@ @

NdčãŁë‰þìÇ‹@ëe@óAÛ@cĆìžô@ @
WEE LIH OH SO-ROO-NAA 

He became small 

@ @

~dčÈİ�Ó@ž†đy@ëe@óAÛ@cĆìžô@ @
WEE LIH OH KHAA QI-TdAA 

He became a piece@ @
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Ndčİ�Ó‰fl‹…@cčñŁìîßfl†i@ @
B’ DIM-YOO-TAA D’ ZIR-QI-TdAA 

Looking like a wasp. 

 
NóAÛ‹flë‹Łëë@ëe@óAÜyflŠÏ@ @
PRIKH-LEH OH WOOZ-WIZ-LEH 

He flew buzzing@ @

NóAÛŒfläÓ@čÅn¬ŁìÓ@ač†¡@ @
B’ KHAA QOON-JEE-TAA QNIZ-LEH 

And shrunk into a corner@ @

 

~dčàčí@;còčÐÛ@dčÐÛ�a@ìčç@ @
GO IL-PAA L’ PAA-TAA YAA-MAA 

In the ship afloat on the sea@ @

@dčíč†zfliNdčàč’Ðfli@ @
BIKH-DAA-YAA BIP-SHAA-MAA 

Happy and sad (with mixed feelings). 

 

@ @
@ @

dčãþëŠi@dčí@d
ôi 
B’ AA-HAA BROO-NAA 

This boy@

@ @@
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Track 24 
 

 

 � 	F
�:��6 E 

�
���

�
�&� 5 ��-� �,� 

DI-ROON L’ UT-REH, IL-PAA-REH 

they returned to their country, the sailors 

 
 E� �

�1
�
�,�	�

�T$ � �" ��� �D 
UM-EH, ZIR-QI-TdAA ZShAA-REH 

with them, the poor wasp 

 
 �� �
�3 � ��

�
��

�
� ��3� �

�
� �! 

RA-MAA GU-BAA-RAA GOO-RAA 

Big Mighty/Noble Rama 

  
�
�
� ��,D � �" ��� �D �

� � �- 
WEE-YEH ZIR-QI-TdAA SOO-RAA 

became a small wasp 

  
 � �@.

�6 ��# �
�� � �� � 	F

�:��6 
QAA MUL-KAA, EN IL-PAA-REH 

to the king, those sailors 

  
� 	M

��:. � �6 % �-�  � � ������ � ��) 
KUD BEE-YAA-WEH WAA AN-POO-REH 

While the sailors were giving him the reports 
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� ��

�
� ( �#

�
�1� 5 ���� � 	� ��- 

HOO-QEE-LOON M’ MA-LIK RA-MAA 

they told of Malik Rama 

  
 � � ��� � �� �1 �#$ ��# �

�1� % ���  
YOO-WIH WAA QAA-TOO SHLAA-MAA 

and gave his greetings to him.  
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Track 25 
 

 

 

~dĆîãŁë……@a
‰†�§@a
‰č†zfli@ @
BIKH-DAA-RAA L’ KHID-RAA D’ DOON-YEH 

traveling around the world@ @

NdŽîãŁëñ@dŽjčuŁìÇ@bžìží@dčíŒfly@ @
KHIZ-YAA WIKH OO-JAA-BAA TOON-YEH 

We have seen of spoken of miracles. 

@ @

~dčàčîi@òma@cčñ‰UŒčç@ač†y@ @
KHDAA GAA-ZUR-TAA EET B’ YAA-MAA 

There is an island in the sea 

Ndčàčíñ@hčÛ@eŁëŠÏŁì‘@eŁëòžäm†ß@ @
MDEE-TO SHOOP-RAA LAA TYAA-MAA 

With limitless beauty of its city@ @
 

@čÅîđji@åđÛ@cĆŒy~aĆ‡ŁìÜfli…@ @
KHZEE LUN BE-TAA D BI-LOO-REH 

We saw in a house of pearls@ @

NaĆ‡ŁìßŒđß@a
ŠßõŒ×…@a
Šàđ1@ @
SUM-RAA K’ ZAAM-RAA MUZ-MOO-REH 

The squirrel that sings psalms@ @

~dčäčzÜ�Ï@čÅÐnÜí@a
Šàđ1@ @
SUM-RAA LIP-TAA PIL-KHAA-NAA 

The squirrel that has been trained to work@ @

~dčäčÜma@O@dĆíŁìjđç@ @
GU-BOO-YEH MIN EE-LAA-NAA 

Is gathering from a tree 

@ @
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~ač…‰U‹@dčržôđ†ß@dKÓfl†ä�Ï@ @
PIN-DI-QEH M’ DAA-WAA ZUR-DAA 

Hazelnuts of yellow gold@ @

Nač†žçŠđß‹�a@dčäma@čÅä�Ó@ @
QIN-TAA EE-NAA IZ-MUR-DAA 

But the kernals/fruitstones are of emerald@ @
 

~aĆ‡ŁìÜfli…@čÅîđi…@a
‰†�§@ @
L’ KHID-RAA D BE-TAA D BI-LOO-REH 

Around the house of pearls@ @

~aĆ‡þìİčã@cKb¶@dĆîÜ�×@ @
KIL-YEH B’ IM-EH NAA-TdOO-REH 

There are hundreds of guards standing@ @

NdčqčòØfli@a
‰þìİčã@ž†đyë@ @
OO KHAA NAA-TdOO-RAA BIK-TWAA-WAA 

One guard is writing@ @

~dčržôđ…ë@aĆ†žçˆđß‹�a@dčîčäß@ @
MNAA-YAA IZ-MUR-DEH OO DAA-WAA 

And counting the emeralds and gold@ @
 

 

~dŽãþìàč‘@dčîčª@dčržôđ†ß@ @
M’ DAA-WAA MKHAA-YAA SHAA-MO-NEH 

They are minting gold coins@ @

NdĆãŁìiU‹@dŽäč×Łë…@ÝØi@ @
B’ KOOK DOO-KAA-NEH ZU-BOO-NEH 

And selling them all over the places@ @
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~dčßþìzčÛ@dčß
‰@dčßčòß@ @
M’ TAA-MAA RAA-MAA LAA-KHOO-MAA 

From there Rama Lakhouma@ @

~dčàčÜ‘@dčržôčí@„ŁëñŁëŠÓŁìî½@ @
L’ MYOO-QRO-TOOKH YAA-WAA SHLA-MAA 

Is sending to your honor/reverence greetings@ @

~dčy‰Łëa@ò�ÜÔč‘…@hAÛŁìÏŠđÏ@ @
PUR-POO-LEH D SHAAQ-LIT OOR-KHAA 

And begging that you take the road@ @

Ndčy‰ča@ñfl†ÔđÏ@ïôŁìãč†yŁëü@ @
L’ OOKH-DAA-NOO PUQ-DIH AAR-KHAA 

And be his guest at his region/state.@ @
 

 

 

~dčãč†Ç@oÛ@oržôčí@oşîđy@ @
KHAA-YEE YAA-WEE LEE DAA-NAA 

If my life allows me@ @

Ndčä;Ûõ‹ča@æflìí@dĆ‘ˆfly@òîĆjÛ@ @
L’ BET KHIR-SHEH WIN, AA-ZAA-NAA 

I will visit the house of magic.@ @
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Track 26 
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Track 27 
 

 

Łë…~dči
‰@åđí@dč•ž†đy@hdÜç@ @
DOOG-LEH.  KHU-CHAA YEN RAA-BAA 

Lies.  Be it a little or a lot.@ @

NdčjčuŁìÇ@dčíõŒzfli@æžìží@hAÛ@ @
LE WIN BIKH-ZAA-YAA OO-JAA-BAA 

I am not seeing a miracle.@ @

~dčzn’y@dč‘Šfly@ž†đª@åčîãđñ@ @
TUN-YAAN M’ KHAA KHIR-SHAA KHSHEE-KHAA 

I will tell about a the best/most effective magic@ @

Ndč¤òÏ@dčßŁìÏ@dĆäč‘ˆčª@ @
M’ KHAAR-SHAA-NEH POO-MAA PTEE-KHAA 

That will have magicians’ mouths open wide.@ @

@ @

~dčàčîi@æ�òma@cčñ
Ši@ač†y@ @
KHDAA BRAA-TAA EE-TIN B’ YAA-MAA 

There is a girl in the sea@ @

Ndčàčíñ@hčÛ…@a
ŠÏŁì‘@eŁëŠÏŁì‘@ @
SHOOP-RO LAA TYAA-MAA 

With no limit to her beauty@ @

~fčÜ�ÔÜđÔ×@a
Šžôđjß@dčßìčîi@ @
B’ YO-MAA M’ BAAH-RAA K’ QUL-QI-LAA 

She would diminish light from day@ @

NfčÜ�Ô’đà×@dčØ’fly@hAÜîđÜß@ @
M’ LE-LEH KHISH-KAA K’ MUSH-QI-LAA 

And would remove the darkness from night@ @

~dčÈčrefli@hčÛ@eŁëòßUŒàIôß@ @
M’ HUM-ZUM-TO LAA BIS-WAA-YAA 

you are never satiated with her speaking@ @

NdčÈčräfli@dčäîđÈß@cčñŠčß‹@ @
ZMAAR-TAA M’ AAY-NAA BIN-WAA-YAA 

Her songs resemble water out of a fountain 
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@cčñ
Ši@ač†y~dčàčîi@æ�òma@ @
KHDAA BRAA-TAA EE-TIN B’ YAA-MAA 

There is a girl in the sea@ @

Ndčàčíñ@hčÛ…@a
ŠÏŁì‘@eŁëŠÏŁì‘@ @
SHOOP-RO LAA TYAA-MAA 

With no limit to her beauty 

 

@ @
@ @

~eŁëû�ÔÛ@dčrn×‰@dčr3ìč×@ž†đy@ @
KHAA KIKH-WAA RKEE-KHAA L’ QI-SO 

There is a star on her forehead@ @

NeŁì1ìčØi@dčrmòí@a
Šžôđ1@ž†đy@ @
KHAA SAA-RAA TEE-WAA B’ KO-SO 

And a moon on her hair@ @

~c₣úŁìjÜđi@čÅß
‰@čÅßŁìÔi@ @
B’ QOOM-TAA RAA-MAA BUL-BOO-SEH 

With a tall figure that is sparkling@ @

NdŽ1ìč8…@dčîßŁë†i@hAÛŁì×‰U‹@ @
ZUR-KOO-LEH B’ DOOM-YAA D TdAAOO-SEH 

And walks gracefully like a peahen.@ @

@ @

~dčzn’y@dč‘Šfly@óAÜm@d
ôča@ @
AA-HAA LEH KHIR-SHAA KHSHEE-KHAA 

This is the best/most effective magic@ @

NdčznÐã@dčyìčÐÛ@a
uđy@hčÛ@ @
LAA KHUB-RAA L’ PO-KHAA NPEE-KHAA 

It is not just a word on the swollen wind.@ @

@ @
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Track 28 
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Track 29 
 

”~dčß
‰@dčí@„ŁìÜčàčÛ@ @
SHLAA-MAA-LOOKH YAA RAA-MAA 

Greetings O Rama@ @

Ndčßìčí…@dčäčãflŠžôđi@ @
BUH-RI-NAA-NAA D’ YO-MAA 

Brightening of the day@ @

_dčäč’đy@ñflìm@žpž…ŁìàčÓ@ @
QAA-MOO-DEE WIT KHUSH-AA-NAA 

Why are you sad?@ @

_dčãča@„ŁëòčÓ@æč†rčÇ@žpž…Łìß@ @
MOO-DEE O-DEN QAA-TOOKH AA-NAA 

What can I do for you?@ @

@ @

~dčäč’đy@óAÜm@oj�Û@ @
LI-BEE LEH KHU-SHAA-NAA 

Deep in my heart I am sad@ @

Ndčãča@æflìm@o’÷đäi@†đ×@ @
KUD BNO-SHEE WIN, AA-NAA 

whilst alone, am I.@ @

~čÅjnÜ8@áđÇ@dčjnÜ8@Ý×@ @
KOOL TdLEE-BAA UM TdLIB-TAA 

Because everyone is with a betrothed one@ @

AčÅjflyŁìß@hčÛ…@dčãča@ @
AA-NAA D’ LAA MOO-KHIB-TAA! 

But I without a beloved one.@ @

@ @

~„ŁëòäđàIô@pòčÓ@ÝrIôží@ @
HUL QAA-TEE HE-MEN-TOOKH 

Put your faith in me@ @

A„Łëòäđ»đòß@oÛ@oãđñ@ @
TAA-NEE LEE M’ TUKH-MEN-TOOKH! 

And tell me your thoughts.@ @
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@ @

@cčñ
Ši@òma@a
Ščß;a~dčàčîi@ @
MAA-RAA EET BRAA-TAA B’YAA-MAA 

They say there is a girl in the sea@ @

NdčàčíòÛ@cAñča@hAÛ@eŁëŠÏŁì‘@ @
SHOOP-RO LE AA-THE L’ TYAA-MAA 

With no limit to her beauty@ @

~fčÜ�ÔÜđÔ×@a
Šžôđjß@dčßìčîi@ @
B’ YO-MAAA M’ BUH-RAA K’ QUL-QI-LAA 

She would diminish light from day@ @

NfčÜ�Ô’đà×@dčØ’fly@hAÜîđÜß@ @
M’ LE-LEH KHISH-KAA K’ MUSH-QI-LAA 

And would remove the darkness from night@ @

~eŁëû�ÔÛ@dčrn×‰@dčr3ìč×@ž†đy@ @
KHAA KIKH-WAA R’ KEE-WAA L’ QI-SO 

There is a star on her forehead@ @

NeŁì1ìčØi@dčrmòí@a
Šžôđ1@ž†đy@ @
KHAA SAA-RAA TEE-WAA B’ KO-SO 

And a moon on her hair@ @

~c₣úŁìjÜđi@čÅß
‰@čÅßŁìÔi@ @
B’ QOOM-TAA RAA-MAA BUL-BOO-SEH 

With a tall figure that is sparkling@ @

NdŽ1ìč8…@dčîßŁë†i@hAÛŁì×‰U‹@ @
ZUR-KOO-LEH B’ DOOMOYAA D TdOO-SEH 

And walks gracefully like a peahen.@ @

~dčÈčrefli@hčÛ@eŁëòßUŒàIôß@ @
M’ HUM-ZUM-TO LAA BIS-WAA-YAA 

you are never satiated with her speaking@ @

NdčÈčräfli@dčäîđÈß@cčñŠčß‹@ @
ZMAR—TAA M’ AAY-NAA BIN-WAA-YAA 

Her songs resemble water out of a fountain.@ @

~a
ŠmŠđ‘@cĆìžô@hčÛ@a
uđy@ @
KHUB-RAA LAA WEH SHU-REE-RAA 

If this is not true/sincere@ @
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Aa
ŠmŠđß@cĆì
ôi@o’đy@ @
KHU-SHEE B’ HAA-WEH MU-REE-RAA 

My sorrow will be bitter. 

@ @

dĆô.@~cčñ
Ši@dč3†
ô@ač†y@òma@ @
HE EET KHDAA HAAD-KHAA BRAA-TAA 

Yes.  There is such a girl@ @

Ncčñ
Š–Û@cAñča@hAÛ@eŁë‰ò�×…@ @
D’ KIT-RO LAA AA-THE L’ CHRAA-TAA 

That her problem cannot be solved (she is mysterious).@ @

@ @

NeŁìÔčÐ§@ač†ma@dčÔrč‘@hAÛ@ @
LEH SHO-AA EE-DAA L’ KHPAAQ-TOH 

She would not let any arm to embrace her. 

~eŁìÔčq†Û@ač†ma@dčîİčß@hAÛ@ @
LEH MAATd-UAA EE-DAA L’ DWAA-QO 

There is no hand to reach her 

  

~„ŁëñŁìÈči@ó
èíe@å�»đñ@ @
TUKH-MIN EH GAA BAA-OO-TOOKH 

Think about your wish/prayer@ @

N„ŁëñŁëŠÓŁìîß@dčÓ@åčàflßđòi@ @
B’ TU-MI-MAAN QAA MYOO-QROO-TOOKH 

I will fulfill/complete, for your honor/reverence.@ @
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´Ćàčí@†fli@ @
BID YAA-MIN 

I swear@ @

dčí@N´Ćàđy@oiŁìy…@dčãìčí@ @
YAA YO-NAA, D’ KHOO-BEE KHAA-MIN 

O dove, to keep my love@ @

 
~dĆîãŁë……@čÅÓ
ŠÐÛ@å;Ûfl‹ča@†fli@ @

BID AA-ZIN L’ PRAAQ-TAA D’ DOON-YEH 

I will go to the end of the world@ @

NdĆîãŁì‘@dčäí@hAÛ@oşîđy@ÝIô@ @
HUL KHAA-YEE LEH NAA SHOON-YEH 

Until my life has not moved on (as long as I live).@ @

~ač†nÔží@åíĆì
ôë@å�ÔÛđñ@æ�a@ @
IN TUL-QIN OO HAA-WIN QEE-DAA 

Even if I am lost or burned@ @

Nač†ma@åfl‘Ščç@hAÛ@eŁìiŁìª@ @
M’ KHOO-BO LEH GAAR-SHIN EE-DAA 

I will not quit loving her.@ @
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@dĆič‡Łìu@žpž…ŁìàčÓ~dči‰Łìu@ @
QAA-MOO-DEE JOO-RAA-BEH JOOR-BAA? 

Why should you experience difficulties?@ @

Ndči‰ŁìÓ@fčÜm@„ŁëñŁìÈči@ @
BAA-OO-TOOKH EE-LAA QOOR-BAA 

Your wish/prayer is near.@ @
 

~dči‰Łìu@dĆič‡Łìu@žpž…ŁìàčÓ@ @
QAA-MOO-DEE JOO-RAA-BEH JOOR-BAA 

Why should you experience difficulties 

~dčäčí†zđß@ač†zfl‘@ÉAD@ @
SHMEE SHIKH-DAA MUKH-DEE-YAA-NAA 

Listen to good enjoyable good tidings/good news 

 

~dčãčòÜîđy@oÓŁëŠđÏ@ @
PU-ROO-QEE KHUL-TAA-NAA 

O my mighty/powerful savior 
@ @

Adčãča@æ
ìm@cčñ
Ši@ðe@ @
EH BRAA-TAA WAN, AA-NAA ! 

I am that girl !@ @
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Track 30 
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YO-NAA, MIN UR-AA DWEE-QAA-LEH 

from the ground, he grabbed the dove 

 
 � 	� �� � � �) * ���
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BEE-YAAD SOO-PAA-TO CHREE-KHAA-LEH 

and she climbed up his fingers 

 
 �� �#���+ * ��� � &� 5 �
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M’ NAA-GI-STAAN M’ EE-DOO, PRIKH-LAA 

suddenly from his hand, she flew away 
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L’ GAA-NO M’ NO-RAA MOOSH-PIKH-LAA 

and she poured herself out into the light.  

  
% ��� ���� ��� � �.��  

�*� 
WEY, YO-NAA TID-MOR-TAA 

oh that dove, a wonder/a marvel 
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WEE-LAA BRAA-TAA SHAA-PIR-TAA 

she became a beautiful girl 
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RA-MAA LAA-KHOO-MAA, BEE DO SHOOKH-LAA-PAA, HAA RAA-BAA KHDEE-LEH 

Rama Lakhouma, with that changing, became extremely happy 

  
 �� ��#� * ���! ��#Q � ��� * ��1�  �

�� % 	D U ��6 
OOP ZEH, QAA YI-MOO BOOT TdLIP-TOO KHLEE-TAA 

and also, told his mother about his sweet fiancé 

  
 � 	� � 	�� ��� ��� �7 �4� 

B’ SHIGH-DAA MOO-DEE-LEH 

he spoke of the good news/good tidings 
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Track 31 
 

 

~čÅjflyŁìß@oàflí@ @
YI-MEE MOO-KHIB-TAA 

O beloved mother@ @

NčÅjnÜ8@pòčÓ@fčÜí@čÅzn–ž’ß@ @
M’CHIKH-TAA LAA QAA-TEE, TdLIB-TAA 

She has found for me a betrothed one.@ @

~a
ŠÔ�ª@čÅnÜß@čÅjnÜ8@ač†y@ @
KHDAA TdLIB-TAA MLEE-TAA M’ KHIQ-RAA 

An admired betrothed one@ @

Na
ŠÔđîß@eŁëñŁìîđ¡@ï3čòčÓ@ @
QAA-TAAKH B’ KHAA-YOO-TO MYUQ-RAA 

She will honor you in her life. 

@ @

@oàflí~cčñþìÛú@ač†y@æđòčÓ@oÛUú@ @
YI-MEE, SAA-LEE QAA-TUN KHAA SLOO-TAA 

Mother, pray for us a prayer.  

NcčñŁìÈči@ač†y@ÝØÛ@|đİčß…@ @
D’ MAA-TdAAAKH HEL L’ KOOL KHDAA BAA-OO-TAA 

So that all our wishes/prayers will be granted.@ @

~dčàčÜ‘ë@dčiŁìy@ìčç@|đîčy@ @
KHAA-YAAKH GO KHOO-BAA OO SHLAA-MAA 

So that we shall live in love and peace@ @

NdčàčíòÛ@pñča@åşÀđîđy@ÝIô@ @
HEL KHAA-YAAN AA-TEE L’ TYAA-MAA 

Until our lives reach the end.@ @
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~dčàfl’i@a
aÔy@oôčÛđa@ @
AA-LAA-HEE, KHQEE-RAA B’ SHI-MAA 

O my god, who’s name is glorified/praised@ @

~dA¥ˆië@dŽí†fly@æþìžôÛ@oàđy@ @
KHAA-MEE LOON KHID-YEH OO BREE-KHEH 

Protect them happy and blessed@ @

NdŽ‚nØđßë@dŽîÜfly@dŽîđ¡ 
B’ KHAA-YEH KHIL-YEH OO MU-KEE-KHEH 

In a sweet and kind/gentle life.@ @
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Track 32 
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MI-TIL-TAAN KHEE-NAA LAA ET-YAA L’  RYAA-KHAA 

our tale/fable will not be any longer lengthened 
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RA-MAA UM BRAA-TAA, WID-LOON BOO-RAA-KHAA 

Rama and the girl, had the wedding ceremony 
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MID-REH IL-PAA-REH TEE-LOON GU-ZAAR-TAA 

The same sailors came again to the island 
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QOOB-LE-LEH B’ PSHE-NAA, GOO UT-RAA WAAR-TAA 

he accepted them with greetings when the entered the country 
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Track 33 
 

 

~a
‰č†zfli@bIìí@dĆîãë†i@ @
B’ DOON-YEH WAAKH BIKH-DAA-RAA 

We are traveling the world@ @

Na
ŠčrÇ@cAñ
ëč‡ñđbß@ @
M’ UT-RAA-WAA-THE WAA-RAA 

And passing through countries 

 

 

NdŽãbčß@O@dĆßˆnÏ@O@ @
MIN PEER-MEH, MIN MAA-NEH 

From censers and from plates 

~dŽäčàn8@dŽäčí†äflß@ @
MIN-DYAA-NEH TdEE-MAA-NEH 

Expensive articles 

@ @

~dčäčí‹@ìčç@čÅîčäÓ@ìčç@ @
GO QNE-TAA, GO ZYAA-NAA 

At profit or loss@ @

dĆãŁìiU‹@~dčäčqŒflië@bIìí@ @
ZAA-BOO-NEH OO BIZ-WAA-NAA 

We are selling and buying@ @

@ @

@ @

@ @

@ @
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~dčznã@dčznã@dčãžŠĆy;a@ @
KHEE-NAA NEE=KHAA NEE-KHAA 

Now gradually@ @

Ndčy‰Łëbi@bIìí@hčÜčÐäfli@ @
BIN-PAA-LAA WAAKH B’ OORR=KHAA 

 We are starting our path@ @

~dčİnÜđ‘@dčí@„Łë‰ñđbß@ @
M’ UT-ROOKH YAA SHU-LEE-TAA 

From your country, oh ruler/governor@ 
~dčİnÜ1@Ù�Üčß…@a
‰ñđü@ @

L’ UT-RAA D MAA=LIK SLEE-TAA 

To the land of Malek Slita,@ @
 

l~čÅ¥Šđí@dčy‰Łëa@d
ô@ @
B’ HAA OOR-KHAA YU-RIKH-TAA 

On this long path@ @

NčÅ¥Ši@æþì3ëčòÓõŒy@ @
KHZAAQ-TO-KHON BRIKH-TAA 

Blessed be your voyage/travels@ @

~dčßčñ@oäflß@æŁìÜrIôží@ @
HU-LOON MI-NEE TAA-MAA 

You convey over there from me@ @ @ @
@ @

~dčàčÜ‘@æþì3ìčØÜđß@dčÓ@ @
QAA MUL-KO-KHOON SHLAA-MAA 

To your king greetings@ @

@ @

~dčmñ;a@óAÜí@hAÛ@žpž…ŁìàčÓ@ @
QAA-MOO LE LEH TEE-AA 

Why has he not come@ @

_dčm…ča@ÝIô@åđÜe�ØÛ@ @
L’ KIS-LAAN HEL AA-DEE-AA 

To visit us until now?@ @
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Track 34 
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IL-PAA-REH B’ IL-PEH, DREE-LOON L’ PA-TAA D’ YAA-MAA 

the sailors with the ships, rode upon the face of the sea 
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QAAM MTdE-TAA UT-REH, PSHITd-LOON LAA QAA-MAA 

to their city and country, the went forward 
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MIN BUR SHME-TAA D’ IL-PU-REH, 

after listening to sailors,  
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ME-LIK WEE-LEH BAA-QOO-REH 

Malik was asking 
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HAA-QOON-LEE MIN GU-ZAAR-TAA 

tell me about the island 
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B’ DAA-WOO WEE-LAA U-TIR-TAA 

with it’s gold it became rich/wealthy 
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MIN MA-LIK RA-MAA LAA-KHOO-MAA... 

with Malik Rama... 
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TUKH-MEN-TEE LEH KOOL YOO-MAA 

all day, my thoughts are with with him???? 
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Track 35 
 

~dĆîãŁë……@a
‰†�§@a
‰č†zfli@ @
BIKH-DAA-RAA L’ KHID-RAA D’ DOON-YEH 

traveling around the world@ @

NdŽîãŁëñ@dŽjčuŁìÇ@bžìží@dčíŒfly@ @
KHIZ-YAA WIKH OO-JAA-BEH TOON-YEH 

We have seen the spoken of miracles.@ @

 
~dčàčîi@òma@cčñ‰UŒčç@ač†y@ @

KHDAA GAA-ZUR-TAA EET B’ YAA-MAA 

There is an island in the sea@ @

Ndčàčíñ@hčÛ@eŁëŠÏŁì‘@eŁëòžäm†ß@ @
MDEE-TOO SHOOP-RO LAA TYAA-MAA 

With limitless beauty of its city@ @

 
~dĆäčßˆđ×ë@aĆ̂ íč…ë@aĆ‡ûđÓ@ @

QUS-REH OO DE-REH OO KUR-MAA-NEH 

The palaces, the monasteries, and the orchards/vineyards@ @

AdĆãđñ@Šfl’đi@ožäčß@ð
ŠÏŁì’ß@ @
M’ SHOOP-RAA MAAY BAA-SHIR TAA-NEH 

Who can describe their beauty!@ @

~dčržôđ……@ïči6ŁìÓ@dĆãč̂ ßŁìÇ@ @
OOM-RAA-NEH QOO-BEH D’ DAA-WAA 

Churches with domes of gold@ @

Adčqčò×@Šfl’đi@ožäčß@ð
ŠÔ�ª@ @
M’ KHIQ-RAA MAAY BAA-SHIR KTAA-WAA 

Who can write of it’s glory!@ @
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čÅ‚đi@ač†y@óAÛ@òmaë,@~dčØÜđß@ @
OO EET LEH KHDAA BUKH-TAA, MUL-KAA 

And there is the king’s wife…@ @

@dčØđÛ@ž†đy@fčÛ@òîđÛ@eŁëŠÏŁì’i@ @
B’ SHOOP-RO LET LAA KHAA LU-KAA 

Without any flaw in her beauty@ @

~fčÜ�ÔÜđÔ×@a
Šžôđjß@dčßìčîi@ @
B’ YO-MAA M’ BAAH-RAA K’ QUL-QI-LAA 

She would diminish light from day@ @

@hAÜîđÜßNfčÜ�Ô’đà×@dčØ’fly@ @
M’ LE-LEH KHISH-KAA K’ MUSH-QI-LAA 

And would remove the darkness from night@ @

~eŁëû�ÔÛ@dčrn×‰@dčr3ìč×@ž†đy@ @
KHAA KIKH-WAA RKEE-WAA L’ QI-SO 

There is a star on her forehead@ @

NeŁì1ìčØi@dčrmòí@a
Šžôđ1@ž†đy@ @
KHAA SAA-RAA TEE-WAA B’ KO-SO 

And a moon on her hair.@ @
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@ @

~dčßčñ@dĆßŁìØIô@dčß
‰@ @
RAA-MAA HU-KHOO-MEH LEH TAA-MAA 

Rama is reigning there@ @

NdčàčÜ‘@aĆ‰Łë†đ‘@„ŁëòčÓ@ @
QAA-TOOKH SHAA-DOO-REH SHLAA-MAA 

And sending you his regards.@ @

~hčÜčÓ@ž†đ¡@ïôŁëòîđië@ïôŁìäčç@ @
GAA-NOO OO BE-TOO B’ KHAA QAA-LAA 

He and his wife with a united voice@ @

NhčÜčrÔfli@„Łìäflß@ïčÜ×@ @
KOOL MI-NOOKH BIQ-WAA-LAA 

Are complaining (about you)@ @

~dčmñ;a@hčÛ@žpž…ŁìàčÓ@ïčÜe�ØÛ@ @
L’ KIS-LAA, QAA-MOO LAA TEE-AA 

That why you are not visiting them@ @

Ndčm…ča@ÝIô@ð
Šflj1Łìß@ @
MOOS-BI-RAA HUL AA-DEE-YAA 

And have kept them in anticipation until now.@ @
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~čÅäčÛ†čç@áđÇ@čÅäčÜ’đi@ @
BUSH-LAAN-TAA UM GAAD-LAAN-TAA 

The cook and the weaver@ @

~čÅãč…bĆ‘@dč¤Ščäčäß@ @
M’ NAA-NAA-REE-KHAA SHEE-DEN-TAA 

Along with the crazy granny@ @

~dĆíŁìÈđ8ë@ë
ìžôí@dĆãŁì»đñ@ @
TUKH-MOO-NEH WAA OO TdAA-WOO-YEH 

Were thinking and searching@ @

NdĆíŁìÜØđß@dčØÜđ½@dčy‰Łëü@ @
L’ OOR-KHAA L’ MUL-KAA MUK-LOO-YEH 

How they can stop the king from his path.@ @
 

 

 

~dčniUú@åđí@æflìm@dčØÜđß@ @
MUL-KAA WIN YUN SAA-BEE-YAA ? 

Am I a king or a infant?@ @

O@_dčmìžô@âþìí…�a@dčàflí@ @
MIN YI-MAA, ID-YOOM WEE-YAA ? 

From the mother, was I born today?@ @

~dč3bđÛ@|đÜč×@hAÛ@dčãžŠĆy;a@ @
KHEE-NAA LEH KAA-LUKH LU-KHAA 

We will no longer wait here@ @

Ndčy‰Łëü@|đÜÐčäi@âþìí…�a@ŠIô@ @
HUR ID-YOOM B’ NAAP-LUKH L’ OOR-KHAA 

Right today, we will get on the way.@ @

@ @
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Track 36 
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L’ POOQ-DAA-NEH D MUL-KAA, IL-PEH HOO-DE-ROON 

on the command/order of the king, gathered their ships 
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MAA-LIK, UM NAA-SHOO, L' M'PAA-TAA D MEE-YAA, GOO YAA-MAA WI-ROON 

Malik, with his people, onto the surface of the water, went into the sea 
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MIN BUR KMAA LE-LE-WAA-TEH OO YOO-MAA-NEH 

after so many nights and days 
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GU-ZAAR-TAA MOOB-YI-NAA...  MLEE-TAA M’ EE-LAA-NAA-NEH 

the island revealed itself...  Filled with many trees 
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Track 37 
 

@ @

@ @

 
~dŽîÜfl‘@dčàčí…@dKÐđÛ@ @

LU-PEH D’ YAA-MAA SHIL-YEH 

The waves in the sea are quiet@ @

NdĆîÜ�×@AÅčîàđÓˆđÓ@ @
QUR-QUM-YAA-TEH KIL-YEH 

The thunders have stopped. 

 
~dčß
‰@aĆ‰†flß@ïôŁë‰ûđÔß@ @

From his palace again, Rama@ @

Ndčàčîi@óAÜí@a
‰ŁìØđÏ@ @
Is gazing at the sea.@ @

 

@ @

~dŽäčÜnß@dKÔÏŁëa@ìčç@ @
GO OOP-QEH MEE-LAA-NEH 

In the blue horizon@ @

NdĆãŁìîjđß@dčäí@dKÐÛ�a@ @
IL-PEH NAA MUB-YOO-NEH 

There are ships appearing 

@ @

~dčíõŒzfli@dčÐÛ�a@ž†đ¡@ @
On one of the ships he sees@ @

~dčíčñbĆi@óAÜí@ojči@ @
BAA-BOO LEH BEE-TAA-YAA ! 

My father is coming !@ @
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~oàflí@cčñ;a@pò‚đi@cčñ;a@ @
TAA BUKH-TEE, TAA YI-MEE 

Come my wife, come mother@ @

Aoßfl†ß@dŽîÜfly@æŁì¹Añ;a@ @
TE-MOON KHIL-YEH M’ DI-MEE 

Come my sweets from my blood (beloved ones)@ @

~dčíčñbĆi@óAÜí@ojči@ @
BAA-BEE LEH BI-TAA-YAA 

My father is coming@ @

Ndčí;òđß@cõ‹Šđ½@dčÐÛ�a@ @
IL-PAA L’ MUR-ZAA M-TAA-YAA 

And bringing the ship to the shore.@ @
 

NdčjčuŁìÇ…@čÅžäm†ß@oi@ @
BEE MDEE-TAA D’ OO-JAA-BAA 

By the miraculous/amazing city@ @
 

 

~dčàčÜ‘@oi@dčjči@dčÓ@ @
QAA BAA-BAA BE SHLAA-MAA 

With greetings to father@ @

Ndčß
‰@óAÜí@hAÛŁìjđÓ@ @
QAA-BOO-LEH LEH RAA-MAA 

Rama welcomes him@ @

~ïôŁëòîđjÛ@óAÜí@hAÛŁìjđÛ@ @
LAA-BOO-LEH LEH L’ BE-TOO 

He is taking to home@ @

Nïô6Łëñ
ëčòÜčyë@ïôŁìäčã@ @
NAA-NOO OO KHAAL-TAA-WAA-TOO 

His grandmother and aunts@ @
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~ïôŁìjči@dčÓ@dĆãč̂ jđy@ @
KHUB-RAA-NEH QAA BAA-BOO 

Words to his father@ @

NïôŁìj�Üi@óAÜí@ïčîßŁìy@ @
KHOOM-YEH LEH B’ LI-BOO 

He has kept in his heart (secret).@ @

 

NdčjčuŁìÇ…@čÅžäm†ß@ @
MDEE-TAA D’ OO-JAA-BAA 

By the miraculous/amazing city@ @ @ @
 

~dĆíŁìãđñ@aĆ̂ ßflŒi@a
Šàđ1@ @
SUM-RAA B’ ZIM-REH TAA-NOO-YEH 

The squirrel is singing and telling (narrating)@ @

@dKÓfl†ä�ÏNdĆíŁìjđç@cĆ‹@ @
PIN-DI-QEH ZEH GU-BOO-YEH 

And also gathering hazelnuts.@ @

~aĆ…‡U‹@dŽržôđ†ß@dKÓfl†ä�Ï@ @
PIN-DI-QEH M’ DAA-WAA ZUR-DAA 

Hazelnuts of yellow gold@ @

NaĆ†žçˆđß‹�a@čÅnÜß@čÅenØi@ @
B’ KIS-TAA MLEE-TAA IZ-MUR-DEH 

Bag full of emeralds 

 

 

NdčjčuŁìÇ…@čÅžäm†ß@ @
MDEE-TAA D’ OO-JAA-BAA 

By the miraculous/amazing city@ @
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~dčßž†čÔÛ@dčäí@dč’yflŠi@dĆy‡ča@ @
ER-KHEH BRIIKH-SHAA NAA L’ QAA-MAA 

The guests are moving forward@ @

Ndčßčñ@þìÜč×@eŁìíõŒzfli@ @
B’ KHZAA-YO KAA-LOO TAA-MAA 

And seeing the bride.@ @

~dčäč‘Ščy@a
ŠÏŁì‘@ž†đy@oi@ @
BEE KHAA SHOOP-RAA KHAAR-SHAA-NAA 

With a magical beauty@ @

Ndčäč’flÇŠđß@dčîÜ�8@dčÓ@ @
QAA KOOL TdIL-YAA MU-RI-SHAA-NAA 

That wakens the asleep.@ @
 

 

NdčjčuŁìÇ…@čÅžäm†ß@ @
MDEE-TAA D’ OO-JAA-BAA 

By the miraculous/amazing city 
 

 

~eŁëòč»@eŁìÜe�ØÛ@fčÜí@čÅnÜ×@ @
KLEE-TAA LAA L’ KIS-LO KHAA-MAA-TO 

Next to her stands her mother-in-law@ @

NeŁëòčÓ@óAÜÇfl†íë@óAÛ@dčíŒfly@ @
KHIZ-YAA LEH OO DIY-LEH QAA-TO 

He (Malek Slita) saw her (his wife) and recognized her@ @

Zdčíč†i…@ƒíđa@dčİnÜ1@Ù�Üčß@ @
MAA-LIK SLEE-TdAA UKH B-DAA-YAA 

Malek Slita begins to know and realize@ @

dčíõŒzfli@dčäí@žpž…Łìß@oşäîđÇ?@ @
AAY-NEE MOOY-NAA BIKH-ZAA-YAA 

What are my eyes seeing?@ @
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@ @

~dčîčÜ’fli@dčîčª@ïôŁìj�Û@ @
LI-BOO M-KHAA-YAA BISH-LAA-YAA 

His heart was racing and calming down@ @

NdčîčÛûfli@ïô6ŁìäîđÈß@dŽÈßfl…@ @
DI-MEH M’ AAY-NOO BIS-LAA-YAA 

His eyes were tearful@ @

~óAÜÔ�Ðy@ïôŁìãþëŠië@ïôŁëò‚đi@dčÓ@ @
QAA BUKH-TOO OO BRO-NOO KHPIQ-LEH 

He embraced his wife and his son@ @

NóAÜÔfl’ã@ïôŁìr3ìčØß@þìÜč×@dčÓ@ @
QAA KAA-LOO M’ KIKH-WAA N-SHIQ-LEH 

And kissed the bride on her star@ @
 

čÅžäm†ß@NdčjčuŁìÇ…@ @
MDEE-TAA D’ OO-JAA-BAA 

By the miraculous/amazing city 
 

 

 

~čÅäčÛ†čç@áđÇ@čÅäčÜ’đi@ @
BUSH-LAAN-TAA UM GAAD-LAAN-TAA 

The cook and the weaver@ @

~čÅãč…bĆ‘@dč¤Ščäčäß@ @
M’ NAA-NAA-REE-KHAA SHEE-DEN-TAA 

And crazy granny@ @

~dA¤Š•@ë
ìžôí@cŽŒčÇŒfli@ìčç@ @
GO BI-ZAA-ZEH WAA CHREE-KHEH 

Were hiding in holes@ @

NdĆzn–ž’ß@æþìžôÜ’nÏ@ð
ìÛ�ñ@ÝIô@ @
HUL TIL-WAA PISH-LOON M-CHEE-KHEH 

Until three of them were found. 

@ @
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~čÅäčÛ†čç@áđÇ@čÅäčÜ’đi@ @
BUSH-LAAN-TAA UM GAAD-LAAN-TAA 

The cook and the weaver@ @

~čÅãč…bĆ‘@dč¤Ščäčäß@ @
M’ NAA-NAA-REE-KHAA SHEE-DEN-TAA 

And crazy granny@ @
 

 

 

~æþìžôÜÇfl…‹@dči
‰@cčñìčß@O@ @
MIN MO-TAA RAA-BAA ZDEE-LOON 

They were scared of death@ @
 

NæþìžôÛ@aĆ…ìčß@aĆ†Üđu@dŽôčäç@ @
GAA-NEH JUL-DEH MOO-DEE LOON 

And quickly admitted to their guilt.@ @

@ @

@c
ìžôm@cčñ‰Łìç@†đ×~cčñŁë†đy@ @
KUD GOOR-TAA EE-WAA KHAA-DOO-TAA 

While the happiness was immense@ @

NcčñŁë‰bĆy@ðčòčÓ@fčÛ@dAİß@ @
M-TdEE-LAA QAA-TEH KHAA-DOO-TAA 

Freedom reached them (they were pardoned).@ @
 

 

NdčjčuŁìÇ…@čÅžäm†ß@ @
MDEE-TAA D’ OO-JAA-BAA 

By the miraculous/amazing city 
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~dŽîÜfl‘@dčàčí…@dKÐđÛ@ @

LU-PEH D’ YAA-MAA SHIL-YEH 

The waves in the sea are quiet@ @

NdĆîÜ�×@AÅčîàđÓˆđÓ@ @
QUR-QUM-YAA-TEH KIL-YEH 

The thunders have stopped. 

@ @
@

Ndčàčíñ@hčÛ@eŁëŠÏŁì‘@eŁëòžäm†ß@ @
MDEE-TO SHOOP-RAA LAA TYAA-MAA 

With limitless beauty of its city 
@ @

~dčàčí@fčÜyflŠÏ@dčãìčí@ @
YO-NAA PRIKH-LAA L’ YAA-MAA 

The dove flew over the sea@ @
 

 

 

NdčjčuŁìÇ…@čÅžäm†ß@ @
MDEE-TAA D’ OO-JAA-BAA 

By the miraculous/amazing city 


